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The polar regions are integral components of the Earth system. As the heat sinks of the climate system they both respond
to and drive changes elsewhere on the planet. Within them lie frontiers of knowledge as well as unique vantage points for science. 
Yet because of their remoteness and harsh nature, the poles remain insufficiently studied. With recent technological advances
providing new scientific possibilities, and humankind’s need for environmental knowledge and understanding ever increasing, the
time is ripe for a coordinated international initiative to achieve a major advance in polar science. 
For this reason, the International Council for Science (ICSU) decided to take the lead in organizing an International Polar Year (IPY)
in 2007-2008. They did so by establishing an IPY Planning Group (PG) charged with developing the IPY 2007-2008 science plan and
implementation strategy.
This report is the outcome of the PG’s work. It is based on input from individuals, from over 40 governmental and non-
governmental organizations that have endorsed or expressed support for IPY 2007-2008, and from the 32 IPY National Committees
or National Points of Contact established so far. It is also results from discussions and debate at over a dozen international
meetings covering the gamut of science disciplines, from a series of “town” meetings, and from two Discussion Forums hosted
by ICSU and attended by representatives of the IPY National Committees and a variety of interested polar organizations. 
In all, more than 490 “ideas” for the scientific content of IPY 2007-2008 have been received. These have been made available to
the community worldwide via the IPY 2007-2008 website (www.ipy.org). The site currently receives an average of 2000 hits per
day. Over 12,000 copies of earlier versions of this document have been downloaded, as have over 3000 copies of a PowerPoint
presentation describing the planning of IPY 2007-2008.
The fundamental concept of the IPY 2007-2008 is of an intensive burst of internationally coordinated, interdisciplinary, scientific
research and observations focused on the Earth’s polar regions. The official observing period of the IPY will be from 1 March 2007
until 1 March 2009. The main geographic focus will be the Earth’s high latitudes, but studies in any region relevant to the
understanding of polar processes or phenomena will be encouraged. 
The IPY aims to exploit the intellectual resources and science assets of nations worldwide to make major advances in polar
knowledge and understanding, while leaving a legacy of new or enhanced observational systems, facilities and infrastructure.
Arguably the most important legacies will be a new generation of polar scientists and engineers, as well as an exceptional level of
interest and participation from polar residents, schoolchildren, the general public, and decision-makers, worldwide.
Six IPY research themes have been defined as follows:
1. Status: to determine the present environmental status of the polar regions;
2. Change: to quantify, and understand, past and present natural environmental and social change in the polar regions; and to
improve projections of future change;
3. Global Linkages: to advance understanding on all scales of the links and interactions between polar regions and the rest of the
globe, and of the processes controlling these;
4. New Frontiers: to investigate the frontiers of science in the polar regions;
5. Vantage Point: to use the unique vantage point of the polar regions to develop and enhance observatories from the interior of
the Earth to the Sun and the cosmos beyond;
6. Human Dimension: to investigate the cultural, historical, and social processes that shape the sustainability of circumpolar
human societies, and to identify their unique contributions to global cultural diversity and citizenship.
In pursuing these themes, IPY 2007-2008 will seek to exploit new technological and logistical capabilities, and to make major
advances in knowledge and understanding. It aims to leave a legacy of new or enhanced observational systems, facilities and
infrastructure, numerical Earth simulators, and research networks, as well as an unprecedented degree of access to the data and
information it will generate. 
To address the six major research themes, six interdisciplinary observational strategies have been advanced:
1. to establish a baseline for identifying future change, a synoptic set of multidisciplinary observations is proposed to establish
the status of the polar environments in 2007-2008; 
2. to quantify and understand past present and future change at the poles, plans have been proposed to acquire key data sets
necessary to understand factors controlling change in the polar environment;
3. to enable future generations to better identify the global linkages between the poles and the rest of the planet will necessitate
the establishment of a legacy of multidisciplinary observational networks;
4. to investigate the frontiers of science which will trigger the launching of coordinated, multidisciplinary and multinational
investigations;
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5. leveraging the unique vantage point of the polar regions will result in the implementation of polar observatories to study
important facets of Planet Earth and beyond; 
6. to investigate crucial facets of the human dimension of the polar regions which will lead to the creation of datasets on the
changing conditions of circumpolar human societies. 
The polar regions provide a powerful context for teaching and learning, attracting a wide and diverse audience. Education, outreach
and communication with the media must be an integral component of each major IPY 2007-2008 activity and will be a required
part of Polar Year projects. Some activities have global reach, such as synoptic measurements of the global environment, and others
are nationally focused, such as educational activities woven into primary school curricula. 
To be successful, IPY needs a sound organizational structure that promotes efficient communication, attracts excellent people, and
makes effective use of existing polar organizations. The core participants of IPY 2007-2008 will be self-organizing groups of
researchers, their parent organizations, existing bodies with a role in polar regions research and monitoring, and consortia of such
bodies. Each IPY 2007-2008 project will have a Project Steering Committee (PSC) responsible for the detailed planning, execution
and reporting of science, data and education activities. National Committees will coordinate participation and support at the
national level. Existing international bodies, both governmental and non-governmental, established for coordination or support of
international initiatives in the polar regions, are also significant for IPY 2007-2008. The potential exists for organizational
arrangements to be established which imaginatively and cost-effectively draw upon the effort, funding and influence of these
existing bodies to implement the IPY, while at the same time satisfying their specific interests in an IPY involvement and not
compromising their current activities.
An IPY Joint Committee (JC), established by ICSU and the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), will be responsible for
overall scientific planning, coordination, guidance and oversight of the International Polar Year 2007-2008, supported by an
International Programme Office (IPO). A Consultative Forum (CF) will provide the means for dialogue amongst the wide range of
IPY 2007-2008 stakeholders, and a vehicle for guiding the JC on IPY 2007-2008 development. 
The Joint Committee will establish at least two Sub-Committees. Those already identified are the Education, Outreach and
Communication (EOC) Committee and the Data Policy and Management (DPM) Committee. The DPM Committee will need to be
complemented by a full-time, professional data and information unit to manage IPY 2007-2008 data. Free and open data exchange,
as well as metadata standards and guidelines will be important data issues for IPY 2007-2008 to be successful. All IPY 2007-2008
endorsed projects and the respective participants must agree to an IPY data and information management policy and submit
project information (metadata) and data to an agreed timetable.
Time is short for the planning of polar logistics, so the most pressing next step will be the Call by ICSU and WMO for expressions
of intent for the IPY 2007-2008 science activities. The deadline for submission in this Call will be 14 January, 2005. The PG therefore
recommends that this and the provision to the research community of information on the process to be adopted should be pursued
as a matter of urgency.
1.1 CONCEPT OF THE INTERNATIONAL POLAR
YEAR 2007-2008
The concept of the International Polar Year (IPY) 2007-
2008 is of an intensive burst of internationally coordinated,
interdisciplinary, scientific research and observations focused
on the Earth’s polar regions. 
The research will address six themes as follows:
1. Status: to determine the present environmental status of
the polar regions;
2. Change: to quantify, and understand, past and present
natural environmental and social change in the polar
regions; and to improve projections of future change;
3. Global Linkages: to advance understanding on all scales of
the links and interactions between polar regions and the
rest of the globe, and of the processes controlling these;
4. New Frontiers: to investigate the frontiers of science in
the polar regions;
5. Vantage Point: to use the unique vantage point of the
polar regions to develop and enhance observatories from
the interior of the Earth to the Sun and the cosmos
beyond;
6. Human Dimension: to investigate the cultural, historical,
and social processes that shape the sustainability of
circumpolar human societies, and to identify their unique
contributions to global cultural diversity and citizenship.
In pursuing these themes, IPY 2007-2008 will seek to exploit
new technological and logistical capabilities, and to make
major advances in knowledge and understanding. It aims to
leave a legacy of new or enhanced observational systems,
facilities and infrastructure, numerical Earth simulators, and
research networks, as well as an unprecedented degree of
access to the data and information it will generate. Key
objectives are to attract and develop the next generation of
polar researchers and engineers, and to engage the interest
and involvement of polar residents, and of schoolchildren, the
general public, and decision-makers, worldwide.
The official observing period of IPY 2007-2008 will be from
1 March 2007 until 1 March 2009. The main geographic focus
will be the Earth’s high latitudes, but studies in any region
relevant to the understanding of polar processes or
phenomena will be encouraged.
1.2  HISTORY 
The first internationally coordinated study of the polar
regions took place some 125 years ago, sponsored by the
International Meteorological Organization (IMO), a
predecessor of the World Meteorological Organization
(WMO). The scientific goals of the International Polar Year
(1882-1883) were to address geophysical phenomena that
were beyond the capabilities of any single nation. Twelve
nations carried out 15 expeditions, 13 to the Arctic and 2 to
peri-Antarctic islands, resulting in important scientific
advances and the exploration of new terrain. The first IPY set
a precedent for international cooperation in the realm of
science. 
The second IPY was held in 1932-1933, also with the
sponsorship of the IMO. It accomplished significant advances
in meteorology, magnetism, atmospheric science, and the
understanding of ionospheric phenomena. Forty nations
participated in spite of the economic constraints of the Great
Depression.
The International Geophysical Year (IGY) of 1957-1958,
sponsored jointly by the International Council for Science
(ICSU) and WMO, brought together 67 nations to exploit the
many technologies developed during World War II. The
accomplishments of IGY are too numerous to list, but include
the discovery of the Van Allen Radiation Belts encircling the
Earth, the first estimates of the size of Antarctica’s ice mass,
and confirmation of the theory of continental drift. The IGY
resulted in at least one major geopolitical advance, the
Antarctic Treaty System. Taking place at the height of the Cold
War, the IGY demonstrated that even in tense political and
economic times, scientists from around the world could work
together for the betterment of humankind. 
1.3 RATIONALE 
The polar regions are integral components of the Earth
system. They couple to global climate, sea level,
biogeochemical cycles, ecosystems, and human activities.
Through these connections, the Earth’s high latitudes respond
to, amplify, and drive changes elsewhere. At a time when
humans are exerting an increasing impact on the planet, and
when the human condition is increasingly affected by global
changes, the polar regions are especially important and
relevant. 
New technological capabilities offer the potential to make
major advance in polar science. These include satellite remote
sensing, autonomous instruments and platforms capable of
operating in extreme conditions of cold and darkness, high
bandwidth global communications systems, and high powered
numerical Earth System Simulators. The time is ripe to exploit
these to achieve significant scientific advances.
However, the scope and scale of the polar research challenges
lie beyond the capabilities of individual nations or traditional
scientific disciplines. Numerous bodies exist to stimulate and
coordinate multinational and multidisciplinary polar research
activities, but the current rate of advances do not fulfil the
urgent needs of policy makers to be provided with key
information to underpin sustainable economic development.
By stimulating and guiding an intense burst of effort, IPY 2007-
2008 aims to accelerate progress towards providing the
required policy-relevant answers.
1. Science Plan
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More generally, the rationale for IPY 2007-2008 can be
summarised as follows:
• Why International?
- Polar processes extend across national boundaries.
- The science challenge exceeds the capabilities of any one
nation.
- An internationally coordinated approach maximizes cost
effectiveness and the use of finite resources and assets.
- The new knowledge and understanding generated by IPY
2007-2008 will be of worldwide relevance. 
• Why Polar?
- Polar regions are active, highly connected components of
the planet.
- Significant changes are occurring in the polar regions. 
- Polar regions hold unique information on the past
behaviour of the Earth System.
- Polar regions (especially the Arctic) are of growing
economic and geopolitical importance.
- The harsh conditions and remoteness of the polar regions
have hampered scientific inquiry compared to mid- and
low-latitudes. 
- There is a need to re-establish and enhance operational
observing systems in the polar regions.
- The polar regions offer a unique vantage point for a wide
variety of terrestrial and cosmic phenomena.
• Why a “Year”?
- An intensive, coordinated burst of effort will accelerate
advances in knowledge and understanding.
- A defined-period polar “snapshot” will provide a crucial
benchmark for detecting and understanding change in
comparison with past and future data sets.
- An (extended) year provides an opportunity for
observations in both polar regions throughout the
seasonal cycle.
• Why 2007-2008?
- The anniversaries of past IPY and the IGY set a firm
deadline.
- There is a pressing need to capture contemporary
information on change.
- The timescale for preparations allows advances in
technology and logistics to be exploited to address new
issues and to access new areas.
1.4 VISION: THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF THE IPY
2007-2008
The IPY 2007-2008 has tapped a powerful vein of
enthusiasm and energy within the scientific community. This
in part derives from the wide recognition of the seminal nature
of the IGY. The IGY fundamentally changed how earth and
space science is conducted and reverberated far beyond the
initial years of exploration and research. The IGY of 1957-58
and its IPY predecessors provide an inspiring heritage.
At a time of significant change on the planetary scale, IPY
2007-2008 aims to provide scientists with the opportunity to
go where they could not go before, to collect data in ways they
have not done before, and to establish monitoring systems
where none existed before. Breakthroughs and insights will
follow.
Logistic capabilities and funding have limits, but the
innovation, creativity and imagination of the polar science
community do not. The stage is now set to make significant
and enduring advances in polar science. It is the intent of IPY
2007-2008 to foster new research ideas and methods
including accelerating initiatives that would otherwise be slow
to emerge.
By focusing collective attention on IPY 2007-2008, the world’s
attention has begun to focus on the polar regions. This
opportunity has abundant potential to impress upon people in
all walks of life the multitude of ways that the polar regions are
important to every person on Earth. Youth that are inspired to
scientific or technical careers or that come to appreciate the
importance of the polar regions and of their stewardship as
part of an intimately linked climate and cultural system will
give IPY 2007-2008 enduring impact. 
There are likely to be benefits that are entirely unplanned and
that become clear only after the formal IPY period has ended.
It is foreseen that polar science in the post-IPY 2007-2008 era
will be vastly strengthened and improved. Fresh ideas seeded
by examination of existing and new data will drive enlightened
researchers to new discoveries about the polar regions and
our world. It is this final legacy – the next generation of polar
scientists, trained and enthused during IPY 2007-2008 – that
will be one of the most important.
1.5 OBJECTIVES OF THE IPY 2007-2008 
The ICSU Executive Board established the IPY 2007-
2008 Planning Group (PG) in June 2003. Its Terms of
Reference are given in Annex 1. It has consulted widely with
the international research community and on the basis of
those consultations and of its own considerations it has
defined the objectives for an IPY 2007-2008 as follows: 
The IPY 2007-2008 should be an intensive and internationally
coordinated campaign of high quality research activities and
observations in the polar regions that would not otherwise be
undertaken. It will have an interdisciplinary emphasis, with
active inclusion of the social sciences. The IPY 2007-2008 is
intended to lay the foundation for major scientific advances in
knowledge and understanding of the nature and behaviour of
the polar regions and their role in the functioning of the planet. 
In addition, the IPY 2007-2008 should leave a legacy of
observing sites, facilities and systems to support ongoing
polar research and monitoring. The Polar Year will strengthen
international coordination of research and enhance
international collaboration and cooperation in polar regions.
Given the present understanding of the poles as key
10
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components of a global system, the IPY 2007-2008
programmes must address both polar regions and their global
interactions. 
Since interdisciplinary work is fundamental to building this
global understanding, the IPY will link researchers across
different fields to address questions and issues lying beyond
the scope of individual disciplines. The IPY 2007-2008
programmes will collect a broad-ranging set of samples, data
and information regarding the state and behaviour of the polar
regions to provide a reference for comparison with the future
and the past, and data collected under IPY 2007-2008 will be
made available in an open and timely manner. It will also
provide a unique opportunity to intensify the recovery of
relevant historical data and ensure that these also are made
openly available.
The IPY 2007-2008 projects will attract, engage and develop a
new generation of polar researchers, engineers and logistics
experts and must engage the awareness, interest and
understanding of schoolchildren, the general public and
decision-makers worldwide in the purpose and value of polar
research and monitoring. Building on existing and potential
new funding sources, projects developed as part of the Polar
Year must optimise exploitation of available polar observing
systems, logistical assets and infrastructure, and develop and
embrace new technological and logistical capabilities. 
1.6 CHARACTERISTICS OF IPY 2007-2008
PROJECTS
All IPY 2007-2008 activities are expected to be high
quality science, judged by the standard peer review processes
for normal scientific funding, with the potential to make
significant advances in our understanding. 
In addition, the PG defined the following characteristics of an
IPY 2007-2008 activity: 
1. addresses one or both polar regions and, where possible,
their global relevance;
2. has the potential to make significant advances within one
or more of the IPY themes;
3. is an intensive, time-limited burst of scientific activity that
takes place primarily during the IPY timeframe;
4. contributes to international collaboration and coordination;
5. is logistically and technically feasible within the IPY 2007-
2008 timeframe;
6. avoids duplication or disruption of established initiatives
and plans;
7. provides open and timely access to data and encourages
the long-term management of IPY data and information;
8. follows guidelines, as appropriate, to be ethically and
environmentally sensitive;
9. maximizes effective utilization of available logistical
assets, as appropriate;
10. explicitly includes roles and tasks for young scientists, and
technical and logistics experts;
11. includes specific outreach activities.
Additional desirable characteristics are that it:
1. leaves a legacy of data, observing sites, facilities and
systems to support ongoing polar research and
monitoring, and to provide value to future generations.
Builds on and adds value to existing or planned activities,
where relevant;
2. incorporates an interdisciplinary approach or the potential
for interdisciplinary synthesis;
3. facilitates international access to field sites;
4. catalyses the broader involvement of nations in polar
research;
5. addresses training and capacity building;
6. provides opportunities for regional scholarship within
broader international activities;
7. is readily communicable to the public.
1.7 THEMES FOR THE IPY 2007-2008
The six scientific themes for IPY 2007-2008 have been
developed from extensive input from the polar science
community and are intended to provide a framework for the
specific activities comprising the IPY 2007-2008. 
Each theme is presented below, along with several key related
questions that the IPY 2007-2008 activities will make
significant contributions towards answering.
1.7.1  Theme #1: To determine the present 
environmental status of the polar regions
Previous International Polar Years and the International
Geophysical Year brought the international scientific
community together to obtain an integrated assessment of
the polar regions and polar processes. Today, rapid
environmental change that is occurring in the polar regions has
increasingly significant global ramifications. Well-planned
synoptic observations of the environmental status of the polar
regions will serve as a valuable benchmark for scientists and
decision-makers globally. Consequently a key output of the IPY
2007-2008 will be to document contemporary natural and
human environments of the polar regions, quantifying their
spatial and short-term variability and characterizing present day
processes.
Characterising the natural and human environments of the
polar regions, and their short-term variability, should address
questions such as:
1. What are the current composition and the patterns of
circulation of the high latitude ocean-atmosphere-ice
system; and what are the interactive processes that drive
high-latitude circulation?
2. What is the present status of demography, health and
educational conditions, language, economy, access to
infrastructure, etc. of polar peoples, and how do these
vary regionally and in time. What are the contemporary
factors of social cohesion and values for polar societies?
3. How do the structure and function of polar ecosystems
vary through space and time and how much of this
variation can be attributed to anthropogenic causes?
4. How do human societies interact with the present natural
environment of polar regions, and with its spatial and
temporal variability?
This theme requires development of an integrated,
interdisciplinary plan for synoptic observations that will
capture the modern environmental status of the poles and
document the current spatial variability. It must include
integrated physical, biological and social observational
programmes. Achieving such synoptic and multidisciplinary
observations will involve social surveys; transects of ice
sheets, land and ocean; an enhanced observational network
for annual time series measurements and gradients; new
technologies such as robotic and autonomous observational
systems; and enhanced use of satellite observations. 
Key variables and processes to be targeted should include sea
ice thickness distribution and its development, ocean
circulation and stratification, water mass modification, ocean-
atmosphere-ice interaction, ice shelf-ocean interaction, ice
sheet and glacier mass balance, snow cover, the polar
hydrological cycle, carbon storage and export, ecosystem
response to physical and chemical forcing, and biodiversity.
Questions concerned with polar biodiversity require
biodiversity surveys including those based on modern
genomic techniques; attribution of functional diversity; and
spatial and temporal sampling at a variety of scales. The
further development of quantitative food-webs is required to
enhance understanding of polar marine ecosystem structure
and function.
Programmes emphasizing the status of the polar inhabitants
require a network of social observatories, comparative case
studies and databanks of social realities. Physiological, public
and occupational health and psycho-social observations can
utilize efficient and innovative health and telemedicine
technologies to provide an IPY 2007-2008 snapshot of human
health in polar regions that is a reference for prior and future
research. Interactions between social and natural
environments, for example the significant impact on
indigenous hunting and on the economically important fishing
industry that would occur with changes in sea ice and water
temperatures, are an important component of this theme.
1.7.2  Theme #2: To quantify, and understand, past
and present natural environmental and social
change in the polar regions; and to improve
projections of future change 
Physical, chemical, biological and social processes in
the polar regions together produce a dynamic environment: a
natural environment which has seen major changes in the past
and a social environment which is currently experiencing rapid
change. To provide a framework for interpreting the synoptic
observations made during IPY 2007-2008 we need to advance
our understanding of the factors which drive natural
environment and social change in the polar regions, and to
develop and implement better systems to both monitor and
predict future changes. The physical and chemical processes
and interactions which determine change in the polar
cryosphere, and their resultant impacts on the total Earth
system, is one priority target. Also important are processes in
the polar hydrological cycle, stratospheric processes, and
socio-economic consequences of, and feedbacks on,
environmental change. Our overall objectives must be to
quantify past changes, understand present and ongoing
changes and to improve out ability to monitor and predict
future changes over a range of time and space scales.
Major questions that might be addressed under this theme
include:
1. How are the atmosphere, cryosphere, hydrosphere, high-
latitude oceans, ecosystems and social systems changing
in polar regions? 
2. How has polar biodiversity responded to long-term
changes in climate?
3. What are the socio-economic consequences of
environmental changes in polar regions, and how do polar
communities respond to and interact with change?
4. How will mass balance changes on the polar ice sheets
impact global sea level over the next 100 years?
5. How has the planet responded to past multiple glacial
cycles, and what critical factors triggered the cooling of
the polar regions?
Quantifying, monitoring, understanding, and predicting
environmental change can be done with a variety of
methodologies. These include the recovery of historical,
archaeological and paleoclimatic records; documenting the
physical factors which controlled past climate change;
enhancing modelling capability through re-analysis and
improved parameterization; and development of a long-term
observation system. Socio-economic studies need to consider
the consequences of these natural environmental changes on
polar communities.
Strategically located circumpolar paleoclimatic records are
required to quantify the magnitude and natural variability of
past environmental changes, to better understand the
mechanisms controlling these, and to identify inter-
hemispheric connections. Potential activities within IPY 2007-
2008 cover time scales ranging from tens of million of years
(ocean sediment cores) through hundreds of thousands of
years (deep ice cores) and thousands of years (lake cores and
shallow ice cores) to hundreds of years (borehole
temperatures and permafrost studies). Geophysical mapping
of the key ocean gateways in both hemispheres is needed to
understand the important roles they played in controlling the
past cooling of the polar regions, and the fundamental role
they continue to play as boundary conditions for the modern
polar environment. Present and future sea level changes are
directly related to ice mass balance changes which must be
addressed through satellite and surface measurements in
combination with modelling forced by high resolution
atmospheric data from meteorological re-analyses.
Activities necessary to understand more recent change
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WMO CO-SPONSORSHIP OF IPY 2007-2008
At the Fourteenth World Meteorological Congress in May
2003, the WMO approved the concept of an International
Polar Year as a means to achieve a broad set of research
objectives. This activity was independent of the initial ICSU
effort to plan an IPY, but communication was quickly
established and at the second meeting of the ICSU
Planning Group, a suggestion was made by WMO to merge
interests in an IPY. The Planning Group recommended this
arrangement to the ICSU Executive Board, which agreed in
February 2004, and a Joint Committee (for IPY) was
established by ICSU and WMO following the submission of
this Science and Implementation Plan to the ICSU
Executive Board in October 2004. 
There are many advantages to this co-sponsorship besides
the historical fact that both bodies spawned the IGY. WMO
is a leading international scientific organization in many
countries and its endorsement greatly facilitates the
involvement in IPY of the National Meteorological and
Hydrological Services and scientists from those nations.
WMO’s political structures connect to the governments of
many countries, increasing the possible pool of resources
to support IPY. WMO and ICSU already share sponsorship
of organizations, such as WCRP, that have expressed a
broad set of programmes suitable for IPY. 
In their planning, WMO have identified a number of
activities of high priority for IPY. These activities, which are
particularly relevant to Themes #1, #2 and #3, are
summarized as:
1. Improvement and further development of the World
Weather Watch Global Observing System in the polar
regions, including the space-based component;
2. Enhancement of ozone layer monitoring, with increased
ICSU - A Framework for the International Polar Year 2007-2008
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include meteorological, ocean and sea-ice reanalyses; collation
of a comprehensive database of polar weather, climate,
cryosphere, ocean, ecosystem and socio-economic data;
enhanced studies of cryospheric processes and feedbacks in
polar climate; and parameterization of the hydrological cycle of
cold regions. The IPY 2007-2008 synoptic snapshot (Theme
#1) will also contribute to the understanding of processes
needed to improve integrated models and our ability to predict
future change. 
An enhanced system to observe the polar natural and social
environments during the IPY should leave a long-term legacy
for documenting change. These enhancements should include
the activities proposed by WMO for IPY 2007-2008 (see Box 1)
to improve synoptic weather observations in polar regions,
increase monitoring of the ozone layer and of greenhouse
gases and aerosols; and the establishment of polar ocean and
hydrological observing systems. 
1.7.3 Theme #3: To advance our understanding on
all scales of the links and interactions
between polar regions and the rest of the
globe, and of the processes controlling these
links
Although the polar regions are frequently omitted from
world political maps, their global influence, especially in the
climate system, is profound and far reaching. The polar regions
contain some of the world’s major resources such as fisheries
and minerals; hold massive stores of ice capable of causing
significant global sea level rise under global warming;
represent large carbon sinks that may ameliorate
anthropogenic carbon dioxide production; and are also home
to peoples that contribute to global cultural diversity. Just as
the polar regions influence global processes, global processes
also impact the poles. Examples include the formation of the
ozone hole, the accumulation of pollutants in the Arctic, the
influence of global satellite communication connectivity on
polar residents and the impacts of world price variations on
resource exploitation. 
spatial and temporal coverage;
3. Intensification of long-term integrated measurement and
modelling of the transport of greenhouse gases and
aerosols, particularly in the Arctic;
4. Assessment of global-to-regional influences on the
initiation, evolution and predictability of high impact weather
events in polar circulation; 
5. Intensification of studies addressing the role of polar
cryospheric processes, and of feedbacks through which the
polar cryosphere interacts with the other components of the
climate system;
6. Establishment of a comprehensive database of polar
climate data to support the assessment of current climate
change in the polar regions, and to project future change;
7. Investigation of physical processes in polar oceans and
establishment of the Arctic Ocean and the Southern Ocean
Observing Systems;
8. Further development of capabilities to observe and model
or parameterize the hydrological cycle of regions with cold
climate, including the establishment of the Arctic
Hydrological Cycle Observing System.
It is expected that the major WMO contributions in these
activities will develop to take advantage of the potential for
expanded observations and for establishing new
observational networks throughout the polar regions during
IPY 2007-2008. Such enhancements recognize IPY as a
means to improve what already exists, to recover what has
been lost, and to expand what has been planned; but without
degrading or diminishing existing programmes in the polar
regions.
Box 1
global linkages. Projects outside the poles may be part of IPY
if they have essential links with polar processes. There are
logical connections between the International Heliophysical
Year (IHY; see Box 2), which is global but has strong polar
elements, and IPY. Collaboration with existing Arctic
organizations to further develop the overall IPY human
dimension themes and the observational initiatives that serve
these, will also be appropriate.
1.7.4 Theme #4: To investigate the frontiers of
science in the polar regions
Humans have probed the polar regions, investigating
the frontiers of the planet, since people began living in the
Arctic as the ice sheets retreated thousands of years ago.
Nevertheless, gaps in our knowledge remain and there are
important scientific challenges to be investigated in the polar
regions. Beneath the polar ice sheets and under the ice-
covered oceans, the bedrock and sea floor are largely
unknown. Similarly, the pattern and structure of polar
ecosystems is yet to be mapped in detail, and neither can the
impacts of large-scale resources exploitation on polar bio-
diversity and societies be reliably projected. Today the new
scientific frontiers in the polar regions are at the intersection
of disciplines. Progress can be made not only using new
observational techniques, but also by interdisciplinary cross-
analysis of existing databases, utilizing the overwhelming
recent advances in computing capability. 
IPY research endeavours at the frontiers of science might
address questions such as: 
1. What are the nature, composition and morphology of the
deep sea floor and Earth’s crust beneath the polar ice, and
what effect does the solid earth have on ice sheet
dynamics and vice-versa? 
2. What are the characteristics of the most extreme
environments on the surface of the Earth, such as on the
summits of the Antarctic plateau?
3. What are the pattern and structure of the overall polar
ecosystems, and what unknown ecosystem charac-
teristics may be hidden beneath continental ice and in the
deep polar oceans?
4. How does genetic and functional diversity vary across
extreme environments and what are the evolutionary
Box 2
Research into polar-global linkages during IPY 2007-2008
might address questions such as:
1. What role do the polar regions play in the global cycles of
water and carbon?
2. What are the interactions among the physical, chemical
and biological systems in the polar regions and how can
these be better simulated?
3. What are the implications to human socio-environment
and quality of life, both at poles and globally, of natural
polar processes? 
4. What are the impacts of polar climate change on resource
exploitation, world economy and global politics? 
5. How are solar variability and the response of the magneto-
sphere, ionosphere and upper atmosphere coupled to
lower atmospheric climate, ecosystems and environment
through the polar regions? What are the effects of space
weather on technological systems and modern societies?
The programmes proposed to enhance our understanding of
the polar-global linkages include physical, biological and social
ones. Activities to address these issues include measure-
ments of carbon fluxes in both marine and terrestrial polar
ecosystems, improvement of polar meteorological and
hydrological networks, analysis of climate indices and data
sets, socio-economic surveys, comparative case studies and
investigations of living conditions of the polar residents, and
modelling studies that seek to integrate each of these
elements. Many solar-terrestrial physical phenomena are best
observed near the poles, and expanded observational
networks for these are needed in both polar regions.
Key phenomena to be targeted should include the patterns of
multi-year climatic fluctuation that affect the polar regions (e.g.
North Atlantic Oscillation, Southern Hemisphere Annular
Mode), and the potential for feedback from the polar regions
to lower latitude climate. Conversely, forcing of the polar
environment by low latitude patterns of variability (e.g. El
Nino - Southern Oscillation), and the response of polar marine
ecosystems and carbon fluxes to such forcing, require
investigation.
Although IPY 2007-2008 activities will be focused on the polar
regions, coordination with global programmes will be
necessary to achieve an advanced understanding of the polar-
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INTERNATIONAL HELIOPHYSICAL YEAR (IHY)
The launch of Sputnik on October 4, 1957, three months
after the International Geophysical Year (IGY) began, marked
the beginning of the space age. Space science has made
enormous progress in the last 50 years, routinely
monitoring the Sun, the interplanetary medium, and the
atmosphere of Earth from space. The IHY in 2007 will
provide a unique opportunity to coordinate observations
from the current impressive fleet of international space
missions, with data from solar ground-based observatories,
ground based auroral observatories, neutron monitor
observations, magnetic field observatories, ionospheric,
meteorological, and other atmospheric observatories.
Unprecedented simultaneous observations with broad
coverage of all associated solar, heliospheric, geospace,
and atmospheric phenomena will be obtained. The resulting
data will allow global studies of the complete Sun-Earth
system. The polar regions are key areas of the globe for
space observation and may also be sensitive locations for
studying the influence of solar processes on climate
change. IHY therefore has considerable relevance for IPY
2007-2008 and both programmes have agreed to work
together for mutual benefit. 
exceedingly sensitive observations required to detect
other Earth-like planets in the Galaxy?
Resolution of some of these issues will require extended (up
to 6-month) uninterrupted time-series observations in solar,
planetary and stellar astronomy. Proposed activities for polar
observatories are generally mono-disciplinary but reflect well-
developed concepts. Some of these activities have strong
connections to the IHY (see Box 2).
1.7.6 Theme #6: To investigate the cultural,
historical, and social processes that shape the
sustainability of circumpolar human societies,
and to identify their unique contributions to
global cultural diversity and citizenship
Some 10-12 million people, both indigenous and more
recent emigrants, now live in polar regions. The well-being of
polar peoples has always been closely linked to their
understanding of, and adaptation to, their environment, and
polar societies have been agents in shaping changes in their
environment for millennia. Understanding of the historical,
social, and cultural dimensions of the polar regions and of the
complexity and diversity of polar living conditions, both human
and physical, has grown considerably. But key deficiencies
remain with issues of partnership and public involvement,
socio-economic development, governance, cultural viability,
and the human rights of all polar people, but especially
indigenous people. Internationally coordinated research
projects involving constituencies ranging from disciplinary
experts to policymakers to local communities are needed to
explore how humans and the environment interact in polar
regions at scales from the local to the global. 
Societal questions central to the IPY 2007-2008 objective of
enhancing the understanding of human-environmental
interactions in the polar systems might include:
1. How can the "wellness" of polar environments be studied
in terms of changing socio-political conditions and the
health of ecosystems?
2. What has been the effectiveness of governance regimes
in polar regions, and how can these respond to the
divergent and rapidly evolving cultural and socio-economic
systems?
3. What research methodologies are best suited to an
interdisciplinary understanding of the fundamental links
between ecosystems, economies and cultural diversity?
How can polar residents become more instrumental in
shaping these activities; and how can social sciences,
humanities, and fine arts communicate this understanding
to diverse audiences? 
4. What are the key human health and medical issues in
polar regions? How, for example, are diseases carried into
polar communities and how is community health affected
by environmental change?
5. How can historical studies and records of the polar
regions enhance understanding of contemporary social
and cultural problems? 
6. What do the polar societies contribute to global cultural
ICSU - A Framework for the International Polar Year 2007-2008
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responses underpinning this variation?
5. What have been the connections between the northern
and southern hemispheres during past periods of large or
abrupt climate change, and what processes have driven
these changes? 
6. What will be the nature and extent of social
transformations induced by large-scale resource exploit-
ation, industrialization and infrastructures development in
polar regions? How will these influence relations between
demographic, economic and social trends, and ultimately
impact the environment? 
A diverse range of activities is required to address these
questions. Geophysical exploration of sub-glacial lakes and
other unknown terrain beneath the Antarctic and Greenland
ice sheets should use modern remote sensing technologies,
airborne and ground geophysical surveys using remotely
operated vehicles, and new rapid access ice-drilling tech-
niques. Marine and terrestrial biological surveys should
employ modern genomic methods. Tools to support social
science activities should include circumpolar demographic,
social and economic data banks; and comparative studies can
be made to investigate the social impact of industrial
exploitation within different political and socio-economic
context, for example between the North-American Arctic and
the Russian North.
1.7.5 Theme #5: To use the unique vantage point of
the polar regions to develop and enhance
observatories from the interior of the Earth to
the Sun and the cosmos beyond
The unique position of the poles on the planet makes
them an ideal site for observation of diverse processes.
Improved understanding of many processes and phenomena,
such as solar-terrestrial interactions, the rotation of the Earth’s
inner core and the strength of its magnetic dipole, cosmic ray
detection, and astronomy and astrophysics, are uniquely bene-
fited by observations from both northern and southern polar
regions. Several disciplinary based groups have existing
programmes or well advanced plans to use the polar regions
as observing platforms. These are complemented by interest
in developing broader science agendas for new polar research
stations proposed by several nations. 
Questions that can be addressed by polar observations
include:
1. How does the neutral atmosphere interact with geospace
in the polar regions and what are the consequences? 
2. How does solar variability impact the structure and
dynamics of the middle atmosphere?
3. How do upper atmospheric phenomena and space
weather interact with Earth’s climate and biosphere?
4. What is the state of the Earth’s magnetic dipole? 
5. Is the inner core rotating differentially?
6. Are the characteristics of the premier sites for observing
the cosmos on the surface of the Earth, the summits of
the Antarctic plateau, good enough to permit the
diversity and the political status of indigenous people
worldwide?
IPY 2007-2008 offers an unprecedented opportunity to
examine data from the human environment, past and present,
and to identify emerging paradigms of development in the
Arctic and Antarctic. Studies of the vulnerability, resilience,
adaptability and sustainable development of polar human
societies should be undertaken by networks of researchers
and experts, both local and international. Research in the social
sciences and humanities has changed significantly during the
last few decades, and there is now an inclusion of polar
peoples as scientific partners in research. Methodologies will
include structured and semi-structured interview techniques,
questionnaire surveys, participant observation, participatory
research approaches, archival and archaeological studies,
discourse analysis, and reception theory.
The IGY of 1957-1958 resulted in the creation of an innovative
model of Antarctic governance based on international
scientific and political agreements: IPY 2007-2008 could
provide a comparable opportunity to further advance and
facilitate international scientific cooperation in the Arctic.
1.8 NEW OBSERVATIONAL SYSTEMS
The limited timeframe of IPY 2007-2008 encourages
activities that focus on data collection and that utilize the
potential of increased coordination of logistic assets. Many of
the ideas submitted by the community recognized this
emphasis. Different discipline based groups often proposed
similar activities, sampling strategies and field programmes.
At the same time, several national or even different
multinational groups advocated similar activities.
Observational systems or observational programmes emer-
ged to address each scientific theme. We hope our view of
observations that serve multiple disciplines will prompt groups
with a more disciplinary focus to consider and discuss how to
make their observational needs more interdisciplinary and
thus increase the overall value of their possible IPY 2007-2008
contribution. Similarly, we hope the overlapping national and
multinational groups will be able to build effective
interdisciplinary, international programmes achievable within
the IPY timeframe. Some of the key scientific questions facing
humankind in our time can only be properly addressed if long-
term funding of cost-effective observational networks is
secured. Thus, one of the main contributions of the IPY 2007-
2008 could be to serve as a framework for development and
testing of a range of modern observational technologies,
accompanied by science addressing integration and
interpretation of observations.
The emerging observational systems that serve the scientific
themes are presented below. It is hoped that this synthesis
stimulates the next level of discussion, debate and planning.
1.8.1 A synoptic set of multidisciplinary
observations to establish the status of the
polar environment in 2007-2008 
This synoptic set of multidisciplinary observations is
targeted at establishing the status of the polar environment
during the IPY 2007-2008, providing future generations with a
benchmark for future change and furthering our understanding
of the recent changes. These activities may include
coordinated polar transects, deployment of instrumentation in
inaccessible regions, collection of satellite data and collection
of records of changing polar environments. As programmes
are designed for IPY 2007-2008, high impact, interdisciplinary
activities, incremental to the main focus of a programme must
continuously be considered. For example, it will be useful to
encourage bird observations from oceanographic and other
vessels to provide the data needed for a comparison with
existing data sets and serve as a basis for a study of the
variability of diversity with time. Similarly opportunistic
deployments from vessels employed in IPY projects could be
made of continuous plankton recorders (to obtain compre-
hensive coverage of upper ocean plankton around the polar
regions) and single beam and multi-beam echo-sounders (for
marine geological studies and for defining the shape of the
seabed for ocean modelling). Multidisciplinary measurements
should be made during proposed ice sheet traverses in order
to better integrate geological, glaciological, geophysical,
atmospheric and biological data collection.
The cryosphere is an important element of the Earth system,
but probably its most under-sampled part. A framework is
needed for improved coordination of cryospheric obser-
vations, and for improving the generation of the data and
information needed by the research and operational
forecasting and climate forecasting communities. The
community needs, in particular: (i) validated remote sensing
and in situ observations of the land-based cryosphere that are
capable of providing a complete picture of precipitation and
accumulation; (ii) comprehensive observations of sea-ice
characteristics; and (iii) a significantly enhanced monitoring
system for ice sheets, ice caps and glaciers.
Internationally coordinated field transects supported by ships,
aircraft and traverse vehicles are a prime measurement stra-
tegy for the IPY. These were proposed by a broad range of
discipline-based scientists from biologists interested in the
Census of Marine Life and genetic diversity of polar organisms
through oceanographers interested in the state of polar sea
ice and water masses to geodetic scientists interested in post-
glacial rebound at the poles. Bipolar comparative biological
studies are also likely to significantly improve understanding of
how severe climatic constraints have shaped life both on the
organism and the ecosystem level, particularly in partially
isolated polar environments. A number of groups advocated
establishing baseline observation of polar ecosystems, which
are complementary to the concept of mapping polar bio-
diversity along transects. Focused, internationally coordinated
atmospheric and oceanic transects were proposed by several
groups to document temporal and spatial variability of climate,
ecosystems, and their interactions. In the polar oceans,
programmes are needed that will provide a circumpolar
snapshot of the oceanic environment, including physical,
ecological and biogeochemical properties, measure the
circumpolar volume (extent and thickness) of sea ice through
an annual cycle for the first time and observe the sub-ice
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ocean circulation, water mass properties and biological
distributions. New technologies such as autonomous under-
water vehicles, acoustically-tracked floats and gliders, and ice-
tethered platforms make it possible to tackle these challenges
during the IPY. 
A second measurement strategy, complementing the
programmes of underway observations along set transects, is
a series of proposals to deploy permanent or semi-permanent
instruments in inaccessible regions. For example, automatic
meteorological and geophysical instrumentation can be
deployed on the polar ice sheet during over-snow traverses. In
general, these proposed deployments were very discipline
based. Some efforts clearly would benefit by bringing together
the different discipline-based proposals. For example, there
were separate proposals to install polar oceanographic
moorings and a polar seismometer network. Merging these
efforts would optimize logistics and enhance interdisciplinary
work. Similarly meteorological instrumentation could be
merged with geodetic instrumentation. 
The third prime measurement strategy that will be a critical
facet of the IPY 2007-2008 is coordinated satellite imaging of
the polar regions. Existing satellites obtain information across
much of the electromagnetic spectrum and provide high
spatial and temporal resolution data over the polar regions. A
number of additional missions under development, such as
the European Space Agency’s Cryosat, have a specific polar
mission. Coordination of satellite observations from this
international suite of sensors, and additional focus by higher-
data rate sensors that do not collect data continuously would
secure valuable benchmark data sets and advance the effort to
assess the environmental status of the polar regions.
1.8.2 The acquisition of key data sets necessary to
understand factors controlling change in the
polar environment
A number of concepts have been advanced for
internationally coordinated mapping of key marine and
continental sites that have played important roles in controlling
the nature of polar environments. These include marine
studies of the Antarctic and Arctic ocean gateways and, on the
continents, a wide range of aero-geophysical surveys both to
support the acquisition of a long palaeoclimate record and to
determine the controlling topography for the onset of past
Glaciations. These surveying efforts are complemented by
proposals for the international collection of targeted
paleoclimatic data sets such as sediment drilling in the Arctic
and Southern Ocean and ice core drilling on the Greenland and
Antarctic ice sheets. The key proxies for changes in climate
also include circumpolar ice cores in high accumulation
regions to track the spatial variability in recent change in
climate, systematic measurement of borehole temperatures in
the polar regions and the study of permafrost boreholes. On
short time-scales lake cores, shallow ice cores, borehole
temperatures and permafrost studies can provide
measurements of change, and of its regional variability, while
studies of socio-economic change require archaeological and
historical records.
1.8.3 The establishment of a legacy of
multidisciplinary observational networks
The intensive activity of the IPY 2007-2008 will extend
measurements to include observations of linked physical,
biological, and chemical observations of the atmosphere,
oceans, ice, and land, and will improve spatial and temporal
coverage to provide a critical benchmark data set for assessing
the state of the polar environment. The infrastructure
developed during the IPY 2007-2008 will provide for long-term,
spatially distributed interdisciplinary observing networks to
understand the polar regions in the coming years and
decades. The development and installation of international,
long-term, multi-disciplinary observing networks could be a
particularly significant legacy of IPY 2007-2008. These
observing systems would provide scientists and decision-
makers with real time information on the evolving state of the
poles for decades to come. Stations that remain relatively
fixed in place, such as on land or on stable ice sheets, as well
as stations moving with the ice and the seas, should be
developed to integrate physical, biological, and chemical
measurements. 
Previous Polar Years targeted intensive observational periods
and many of the measurements begun in the 1950’s during
the International Geophysical Year now form the basis for
understanding of how the Earth is changing. The widely
articulated vision for the IPY 2007-2008 is for the intensive
observation period to be followed by the establishment of
both Arctic and Antarctic multidisciplinary observing networks.
These observation networks range from the meteorological
stations in the Arctic to the installation of seismometers in a
pinwheel array in Antarctica. It is envisaged that the jointly
sponsored ICSU-WMO IPY 2007-2008 will leave a legacy
observation network that will leverage the critical commu-
nication and power infrastructure. This will then form the
backbone of any permanent observation site to underpin a
wide variety of observation from a broad range of disciplines.
The net results will be co-located observations measuring
such diverse features as the earth’s atmosphere, oceans,
magnetosphere, seismic structure of the lithosphere and
mantle, and isostatic rebound. These permanent stations will
enable scientists in the future to isolate short-term variability
from long-term change for topics ranging from climate to the
earth’s magnetic dipole. In the same way that IGY “opened”
Antarctica for science, the IPY 2007-2008 can be envisaged as
a potential vehicle to provide enhanced science access to both
polar regions.
International coordination in the Arctic has already started by
the creation of an Arctic Ocean Observing System (AOOS) to
be developed around four main components: (i) a space
component based on remote sensing, satellite data
transmission and precise geo-location, (ii) a surface
component based on ice-tethered platforms equipped with
sensors for meteorological, sea ice and oceanographic
observations, (iii) an underwater component based on
autonomous underwater ballast controlled floats equipped
with ice profiling upward looking sonars, gliders equipped with
CTD and acoustic transceivers for navigation and ocean
ICSU - A Framework for the International Polar Year 2007-2008
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thermometry, and (iv) an integrated component dedicated to
data analysis and data integration in numerical models to
bridge gaps and develop interactions and synergies between
observations and models. A similar, complementary observing
system is required for the Southern Ocean.
1.8.4 The launch of internationally coordinated,
multidisciplinary investigations into new
scientific frontiers 
Many proposals for the IPY 2007-2008 addressed new
scientific frontiers. In earlier IPY and IGY research
programmes, science-driven exploration of new geographical
regions was a major activity. In the IPY 2007-2008, only limited
regions of the Earth’s surface, such as parts of East Antarctica,
remain unexplored in the traditional geographic sense. Yet new
scientific frontiers and challenges have emerged taking
advantage of new disciplines and technologies unknown in the
previous Polar Years and the IGY. 
The international community has proposed several major
investigations of new frontiers, and IPY 2007-2008 offers the
opportunity to focus attention on these. The proposed
investigations include mapping the biodiversity of the Gakkel
Ridge (Arctic Ocean), an interdisciplinary geophysical /
geological study of the sub-glacial Gamburtsev Mountains
(East Antarctica), and exploring the extremophiles of ice sheet
sub-glacial environments, for example in subglacial lakes.
These challenges, which require tools such as remote sensing,
airborne and overland traverse geophysical survey and ice
drilling, will not be met without the pooling of resources,
international collaboration and impetus provided by IPY 2007-
2008. They will challenge and capture the imagination of a new
generation of global scientists, provide a legacy for future
generations of climatic modellers, and provide ample
opportunities for human capacity building and incorporation of
scientific personnel from countries not usually involved in
polar research.
1.8.5 The implementation of polar observatories to
study important facets of Planet Earth and
beyond
Many of the proposals highlighted facets of the Earth,
the Geospace, the Sun, the Solar System and the cosmos
beyond which can be best studied from the polar regions.
Simultaneously several groups indicated the potential
establishment of new polar stations. Such new stations,
together with enhanced activity at existing stations, would
present a unique opportunity for IPY 2007-2008 to establish a
new suite of observatories. The implementation of these
observatories should be coordinated to optimize the use of
logistics and to encourage the sharing of data. The proposed
observatories range in focus from the inner core to
atmospheric physics to the heliosphere and studies of
neutrinos. Some of the proposed observations would
complement the developing initiative for an IHY during 2007.
New observational programmes should exploit the large arrays
of observatories that are already in place for upper
atmosphere and geospace measurements, and enhance
effective comparisons between phenomena in the two
hemispheres. Synergies facilitated through the IPY 2007-2008
planning have the potential to assess the viability of the
summit of the Antarctic ice sheet as a site for a large diameter
telescope capable of exploration into deep space.
1.8.6 The creation of datasets on the changing
conditions of circumpolar human societies
The approach to datasets in the social sciences and
humanities aspires to many of the same requirements that
apply to the natural sciences, such as, calibration,
standardization, geographic transects and inter-comparisons,
time series, etc. Social observations are conducted at different
scales, from community to the entire circumpolar region.
Cooperation and data transparency are essential parts of
research design. The IPY 2007-2008 presents an opportunity
for researchers in the social sciences and humanities to
transcend national boundaries through international
cooperation and coordination, thereby creating new datasets
that document and characterize the most important transitions
in polar societies. Social observation offers the most
opportune means to engage polar residents in the IPY 2007-
2008 research and data collecting process.
Efforts will be made to ensure that data collected during the
IPY 2007-2008 are useful to multiple disciplines and to wider
audiences. Some datasets will aim to be circumpolar in their
domain, particularly those where cultural, socio-economic, and
historical indicators can be measured at a macro scale. Others
will be comparative at the regional and local scales, in order to
give attention to the processes on the national, regional, and
local levels. Resident experts and their communities will be
active partners in building the IPY 2007-2008 datasets to be
shared with the polar peoples at all levels. The creation of
compatible and internationally shared datasets will ensure that
the data are relevant and useful to multiple audiences,
including researchers, indigenous peoples, policymakers, and
the public at large. 
To enhance the public awareness and understanding of
scientific work, IPY 2007-2008 projects will use technologies
and engage in practices that enable the data to be widely used
in outreach programmes, education, and efforts towards
'knowledge repatriation'. These activities will expand scientific
literacy among students, the general public, and polar
residents.
In both polar regions multinational, multidisciplinary,
collaborative datasets can be collected to validate and analyse
current physiological, public and occupational health and
psycho-social observations, and to provide an ongoing
standardized dataset that can be referenced against prior and
future research endeavour. Efficient and innovative eHealth
and telemedicine technologies can be used and enhanced in
the collection and support of a snapshot of human health in
polar regions during IPY 2007-2008.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION
The significant advances of computer and Internet-
based technologies in recent decades now enable
unprecedented management of large amounts of data,
including storage, access and sharing. Data management is
regarded as a key component for transforming the IPY 2007-
2008 into a legacy that will endure into the future, providing
future generations with a relevant database.
The data management plan strives to ensure that data
usability is a primary objective for all IPY 2007-2008 scientific
projects. The basic principle is that IPY-generated data should
be collected, used and preserved. These data should be freely
available, although restricted access can exist initially. This plan
draws directly from the paper “Data and information
management for IPY 2007/2008” submitted to the ICSU IPY
2007-2008 PG by the International Project Office of the World
Climate Research Programme’s Climate and Cryosphere
Programme (WCRP-CliC) and its Data and Information Panel. It
also draws on the paper “Recommendations on data
management for the International Polar Year 2007-2008”
prepared by the Joint Committee on Antarctic Data
Management (JCADM) of SCAR-COMNAP (Scientific
Committee on Antarctic Research, Committee of Managers of
National Antarctic Programmes). Both these organizations
have considerable experience with management of polar data,
and their proposals and recommendations for IPY data
management were remarkably consistent. Their recom-
mendations are also in line with the draft report of the ICSU
Panel for “Priority Area Assessment on Scientific Data and
Information”, which was also used in compiling this document. 
The ICSU IPY 2007-2008 PG recognizes that an intense,
interdisciplinary, and internationally coordinated campaign of
research and observations can deepen our understanding of
polar processes and their global linkages. If the knowledge
and observations realized from this programme are to become
a legacy for future generations, then this knowledge and the
observations upon which it is built must be effectively
managed to ensure the greatest benefit in the future.
Data management is an important component of any science
project, and in particular a programme of the scope and
complexity of IPY 2007-2008. Funds must be set aside from
the outset, to ensure that the diversity of data from the
programme collected in a consistent fashion is preserved,
properly archived and made accessible to the science
community.
In fifty years time the data resulting from IPY 2007-2008 may
be seen as the most important single outcome of the
programme. These data, which will be the result of a period of
intensive measurements, will act as benchmark data which
can serve as a baseline against which global change is
measured. Excellent data management, carefully staged and
professionally executed, is essential.
The IGY led to many advances in data and information
management (e.g. establishment of World Data Centres, and
improvements in the exchange of research data between
nations). IPY 2007-2008 provides a similar opportunity to bring
about a step improvement in the management of data and
information, for the polar regions. It offers a chance to develop
a data and information management policy that uses scientific
best practice and demonstrates the value of such practice in
providing an effective and integrated system for data and
information management for the polar regions. It is a unique
opportunity to utilize the new tools and capabilities brought
about by the pervasive use of the World Wide Web, increased
computer power and storage capabilities and emerging
technologies for utilizing metadata for efficient data exchange
and access.
2.2 THE SPECIFIC AIMS OF IPY 2007-2008 
DATA MANAGEMENT
The overarching objective of IPY 2007-2008 data
management is to ensure the security, accessibility and free
exchange of relevant data that both support current research
and leave a lasting legacy. Thus IPY data management should
aim to:
1. ensure that all data collected as part of the IPY 2007-2008
are securely stored for use at any time in the foreseeable
future. Data must be stored in a usable format, and be
accompanied by sufficient metadata to allow inter-
pretation by any reasonably informed scientist;
2. ensure that current or future users, using freely available,
user-friendly, web-based search techniques, can find all
data;
3. encourage the free and open exchange of all IPY 2007-
2008 data collected in the polar regions for the purposes
of scientific research; 
4. take advantage of existing data centres, improved com-
munications infrastructure and international collaboration
for achieving IPY objectives;
5. use IPY 2007-2008 as a catalyst to leave in place a system
of data and information management that makes it easy
for the polar research community to continue to store, find
and distribute scientific data collected in the polar regions
in the foreseeable future.
To achieve these aims IPY 2007-2008 needs a strong data and
information management strategy and policy to guide the
collection, handling, storage, description and distribution of
data. The success of this policy and of IPY 2007-2008 in
general, will necessitate a considerable commitment of
resources including people, money and facilities.
2. Data Management Plan for IPY 2007-2008
ICSU - A Framework for the International Polar Year 2007-2008
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2.3 A DATA MANAGEMENT STRATEGY FOR 
IPY 2007-2008 – THE DATA POLICY AND
MANAGEMENT SUB-COMMITTEE 
A data and information strategy and policy for IPY 2007-
2008 needs to be developed at an early stage, so that
researchers proposing projects have a clear idea of how they
will be required to handle the data they produce. Future
usability of the data must be an essential component. The
concept of data includes electronic data but also samples,
photographs, maps, magnetic media, social science data sets,
etc. 
A focus group should be set up as soon as possible and be
tasked with the rapid development of the IPY 2007-2008 data
and information management strategy and policy. This Data
Policy and Management Sub-Committee, should be a Sub-
Committee of the planned overarching IPY 2007-2008
coordinating committee, the Joint Committee (JC), which is
introduced in detail later.
Initially the Data Policy and Management Sub-Committee will
focus on determining specific goals for IPY 2007-2008 data
management, based on the scientific questions formulated in
the IPY 2007-2008 Science Plan, and to determine a workable
and useful data policy, to be followed by all nations and
projects involved in the programme. It should outline the IPY
2007-2008 organizational data structure, which must be
established before the start of the field phase. The Data Policy
and Management Sub-Committee will develop plans for the
structure, procedures, transmission and archival of data to
support the IPY 2007-2008 science objectives as agreed by
the Joint Committee (JC). 
The Data Policy and Management Sub-Committee should
make sure that IPY 2007-2008 project proposals have an
adequate data management plan with identification of
appropriate funding sources. The Sub-Committee will also
provide advice to the JC on proposed data management
programmes that may be independent of specific IPY 2007-
2008 science projects.
The membership of the IPY 2007-2008 Data Policy and
Management Sub-Committee should represent:
1. data managers and information technology professionals; 
2. active scientists from the Antarctic and the Arctic science
communities representing both the natural and social
sciences;
3. representatives from ICSU’s World Data Centre system
and from relevant discipline based data centres;
4. representatives from funding agencies (which will have a
role in implementing some aspects of the policy);
5. representatives from the proposed IPY Data and
Information Service (see below) and from the IPY
International Programme Office;
6. representatives from relevant existing data management
bodies such as the Joint Committee for Antarctic Data
Management (JCADM).
While a full and detailed IPY data and information
management strategy should be developed by the IPY Data
Policy and Management Sub-Committee, there are several
clearly emerging key elements to this strategy. These include
a technologically advanced professional support service, a
philosophy of building on existing facilities and embracing new
structures and technologies. 
The production, management, and dissemination of scientific
data and information have become increasingly critical
functions within the scientific research enterprise.
Professional standards and practices must be employed in
order to properly perform these functions. Data must be
preserved over long periods of time so that the scientific
records and observations obtained today will be available for
use in research in the future. The use of advanced information
THE ELECTRONIC GEOPHYSICAL YEAR (eGY)
The concept of holding an Electronic Geophysical Year
(eGY) in 2007-2008 as a celebration of the 50th anniversary
of the International Geophysical Year (IGY) is under
development within the International Union of Geodesy
and Geophysics (IUGG). A key achievement of the IGY was
to provide efficient access to data by means of a
worldwide network of physical observatories and the
creation of data centres. The eGY concept is based upon
the enormous present potential, generalized acceptance,
and rapid growth of “e-science” using Internet-based
technologies. 
The main issues to be addressed by the eGY include:
1. Data discovery: improving records of what data
holdings exist and where;
2. Permission: encouraging data owners to make them
available to the international scientific community and to
provide descriptive (meta-data) information;
3. Access and sharing: enabling users to obtain and share
data, often from distributed sources, in an appropriate
electronic format.
Access is the most challenging and exciting issue,
considering the capabilities of the modern information
techniques. Activities would include the digitization of
analogue records and the establishment of Virtual
Observatories encompassing, for example, all available
and future data (e.g., atmospheric, geomagnetic, gravity,
ionospheric, magnetospheric) into a series of virtual
observatories to be “deployed” in cyberspace. This would
effectively provide free access to all available data through
the Internet and the World Wide Web. The existing World
Data Centre system is proposed to become a part of this
distributed global data source.
Given its global and interdisciplinary approach, the eGY
concept will likely be incorporated into the International
Polar Year initiative as an effective means for accessing and
sharing data within the IPY timeframe and beyond.
Box 3
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technology in scientific data management and dissemination
makes it essential that data management be the responsibility
of experienced data management professionals.
Considering the relatively short period until the start of the IPY
field phase, the IPY data management strategy must make
use of existing data infrastructures, services and proven
concepts where it is advantageous
IPY 2007-2008 should make use of existing facilities such as
World Data Centres, other regional or national data centres,
and recognized metadata centres (e.g. the Global Change
Master Directory (GCMD), which hosts the Antarctic Master
Directory and also contains a large number of Arctic data set
descriptions) for the handling and storage of metadata and
data. Facilities or centres used must have a history of
successful data and information management and should use
appropriate standards in accordance with IPY 2007-2008 data
and information management policy. IPY 2007-2008 should
adopt lessons learned from other global scientific programmes
with successful data management, such as the World Ocean
Circulation Experiment (WOCE).
Whilst building as much as possible on existing infrastructure,
IPY should also be prepared to rethink, re-orient, and
substitute for existing structures and bodies where it is
necessary to achieve its objectives. It should be ensured that
the full benefits of new data and information technologies and
capabilities are maximised. A possible approach to develop
these issues is to encourage the establishment of data
management and IT projects for IPY 2007-2008, ideally in
close collaboration with ongoing initiatives and/or experts,
such as the Electronic Geophysical Year (eGY) for example (see
Box 3). This could result in IPY 2007-2008 leaving a new legacy
of data and information management, which is built upon
existing infrastructure, but also provides the springboard for
the realisation of new and emerging technologies and ideas.
2.4 AN IPY 2007-2008 DATA AND INFORMATION
SERVICE
The Data Policy and Management Sub-Committee will
define the data and information strategy for IPY 2007-2008 but
will not implement this policy. To succeed in data and
information management, IPY 2007-2008 will need to create a
full-time, professional data and information unit as soon as
possible to implement the programmes data and information
management policy. This service, the Data and Information
Service (DIS), should be closely associated with, but should
probably not be located within the International Programme
Office. 
The DIS will be the main metadata and information portal for
the programme. Existing models of DIS services can be
useful, such as the World Ocean Circulation Experiment
(WOCE) data management effort, and the ongoing Climate
and Cryosphere Programme (CliC). The DIS will be the central
gateway to the online, distributing IPY 2007-2008 data and
metadata, actively tracking the data flow within the field
programmes, and acting as the single access point for IPY
2007-2008 related information.
An early implementation of the DIS and the policies and
procedures related to metadata submission will allow
proposals for IPY 2007-2008 projects to be managed in such a
way that information is easily retrievable in the future. An
important task of this service will be to make compliance with
IPY 2007-2008 data and information standards simple for all
project leaders and scientists. In order to address the technical
challenges involved in implementing IPY 2007-2008 data
policy, the DIS must have adequate resources.
2.5 DATA MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR
IPY 2007-2008 PROJECTS
Requiring compliance with the IPY 2007-2008 data
strategy from the very start of a project, at the expression of
intent stage, is likely to be much more successful than trying
to obtain compliance at a later date. Each IPY 2007-2008
proposal must include a data management plan which should
include the appointment of a dedicated project data manager,
appropriate funding for data management, and describe how
the project data management plan is linked into the IPY 2007-
2008 Data Management Plan.
In order to be considered as an officially identified IPY 2007-
2008 project, proponents must agree to follow the IPY 2007-
2008 data and information management policy, including
submission of metadata and data according to an agreed
timetable. In a similar fashion, in order to take part in an IPY
2007-2008 project, participants must agree to submit
information and data from their component of the project, and
comply with other relevant IPY 2007-2008 data and
information management policy. Funding from national and
international agencies should be sought. 
IPY 2007-2008 projects will be required to submit metadata at
the proposal stage (see next section). These metadata should
be updated as the project is implemented, with the most
important update of the full metadata occurring when the data
collection is completed. An advantage of early submission of
metadata is that it will allow the DIS to actively seek all data
that have been collected. Scientists should be recognized and
given credit for the scientific contribution of the data sets that
they produce as well as for the analysis of those data.
2.6 METADATA
Metadata describe a data set so that someone looking
for that type of data can find its location, and know whether it
is appropriate for a particular use. Metadata must be in a
searchable database. These ‘catalogue metadata’ usually
describe who measured what parameters, where and when,
how, and who to contact to obtain the data. Much of this
information is known when a project is proposed, so these
metadata can be submitted when a project is proposed. 
Before being identified as an IPY 2007-2008 project or
participant, project leaders or participating scientists must
submit such ‘catalogue metadata’ to a central database,
describing what data they intend to collect as part of IPY 2007-
2008. 
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available for re-analysis and re-interpretation using the
improved tools and knowledge that will undoubtedly be
available in the future.
Common data formats and standards are a prerequisite to
data sharing both nationally and internationally, an inherent
component of IPY 2007-2008. Whenever possible, data should
be supplied in formats that can be handled using commonly
available (preferably open-source) software. Where special
software has been developed to handle data, this should be
supplied to a user with the data.
Delivery of relevant scientific data to geographically distributed
repositories (e.g. World Data Centres, National Antarctic Data
Centres, etc.) should be envisioned. This will enable storage of
all types of data in relevant formats for each repository,
delivered in an integrated and effective format for subsequent
users.
2.8 ACKNOWLEDGEMENT, INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY RIGHTS AND SECURITY
Since IPY 2007-2008 is not a funding body it cannot
control the ownership of the data, which ultimately depends
on the policies of the body that funded the data collection or
creation. Once data are submitted to a data centre, there
should be an agreed period during which the data will not be
released by the centre to a third party, except by special
arrangement. At the expiry of the agreed period, data
(including raw data) will become freely available for research
purposes. Whilst it is strongly discouraged, data owners could
retain the right to restrict release of data after negotiation with
the IPY 2007-2008 Data Policy and Management Sub-
committee. Exceptions to the open data release policy may be
necessary where there is a commercial component to the
collection of data, where an agency funding the data collection
requires special conditions to be adhered to, or where security
or privacy issues are involved. Under such conditions, separate
arrangements will be agreed between IPY 2007-2008 (through
the Data Policy and Management Sub-Committee) and the
data providers. An ethical policy for data use should be
established, complying with the existing data policies of ICSU
and WMO, and building upon other already existing models,
with special emphasis in incorporating social science data. 
As a basic principle, scientists should receive due credit when
other parties use their original data. Similarly, funding agencies
or scientific institutions need to know that their contribution
will be properly recognized by users of the data. Hence
appropriate acknowledgement of data providers should be part
of the IPY 2007-2008 data management strategy. Along with
their metadata or data, scientists submitting data to a data
centre should provide clear information about their preference
for acknowledgment and/or contact prior to publication (by
third parties) of studies using those data. Data centres should
ensure that this information is distributed with any data when
they are released.
IPY 2007-2008 should also require submission of more
detailed metadata to an IPY-identified data centre immediately
after data collection. These will describe the collection or
creation of the data in enough detail so that a user can
understand fully the data itself, including potential errors.
Metadata should be the principal vehicle for documenting
known data quality issues and be part of the same database,
ultimately containing both the catalogue metadata and the
metadata for scientific use.
All IPY 2007-2008 metadata should conform to uniform
flexible, open, and easy to use community standards for
metadata so that it is simple to transfer information from one
database to another. These standards should be interoperable
and independent of specific hardware and software platforms.
Guidelines for their use should be widely circulated.
Appropriate standards will be adopted for the type of data
such as the international metadata standard (ISO 19115)
recently agreed for the structure and content of geographical
metadata. Similarly, to allow flexibility a common fully
interoperable language system (e.g. XML4 (eXtensible Markup
Language)) and format should be used for metadata exchange
and storage.
If possible, a specific IPY Metadata Centre should be created
as the official metadata portal for IPY 2007-2008, having the
responsibility for collection of all project information and
creating one central database of all IPY 2007-2008 projects.
This initiative should build upon the experience and act in
coordination with other data management systems, such as
the Global Change Master Directory.
2.7 DATA ARCHIVING AND DISSEMINATION
The IPY 2007-2008 science projects are likely to
produce vast quantities of data, which will require effective
and secure storage, and (in most cases) post-project archiving. 
The long-term IPY data management system should build
upon the experience from ICSU, WMO and other organ-
izations, which already have existing data systems (e.g. World
Data Centres, CODATA, and other established data centres).
In many cases the data system will need to be enhanced to
cope with the flow of data from IPY 2007-2008.
IPY 2007-2008 should require submission of raw data and
calibration data, along with the detailed metadata and pro-
cessed data, to an appropriate data centre within a reasonable
time (typically less than one year) after data collection. These
data should be stored securely by the data centre and have
restricted access for an agreed period. 
There are many arguments why raw data and subsequently
processed data as well should be submitted to a recognized
data centre soon after collection. Data centres have routines
to ensure data security and back-up so that data will not be
lost through local or personal computer failures. The data can
be released at an appropriate time after collection, should the
original collector of the data fail to do so. In addition, the data
collector can avoid having to deal with multiple requests to
access the data. Finally, it ensures that the original data are
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2.9 FUNDING IPY DATA MANAGEMENT
Data production and management is an invaluable and
essential investment for future generations. But collection of
data, preparation of metadata, provision of professional data
management expertise and institutional support for data
dissemination and permanent archiving will add to the overall
expense of research projects. 
Scientific data centres and archives require stability in their
financial resources so that they can make institutional
commitments to data management and preservation over
many decades. Ensuring this long-term accessibility of
increasing quantities of scientific data and information will
necessitate increased public (and private) investment in data
management and long-term institutional support. 
Sources of funding for IPY 2007-2008 data management
should be investigated as a matter of urgency. While the
funding bodies that will support IPY research have a vested
interest in ensuring efficient, secure and ongoing data
management, IPY should also explore other solutions to meet
the financial challenge of providing full and open access to IPY
2007-2008 scientific data. An Announcement of Opportunity
to host the Data and Information Service, similar to that for the
International Programme Office, should be extended to
nations and funding agencies as soon as possible.
2.10 OTHER ISSUES
Other issues, which will require discussion by the IPY
2007-2008 Data Policy and Management Sub-Committee,
include:
1. handling of information that currently goes on the WMO
Global Telecommunications System;
2. archiving and dissemination of Numerical Weather
Prediction model data including model initialization data,
0-hr analyses, model assimilation datasets and “re-
analysis” results;
3. access to data from space agencies, especially data sets
which are costly to purchase;
4. supply and subsequent storage of data and information on
weather conditions during intensive observation periods;
5. evaluation and prioritization of historical data recovery
efforts including classified data; 
6. the role of commercial data or information products
including prioritization on collection and preservation as
well as access to research data;
7. development of flexible data protocols that will address
the unique datasets originating from intensive observing
periods and focused field projects;
8. education and outreach as a component of IPY 2007-2008
data management support;
9. fostering the preparation of mapped data sets for a
representation of appropriate data benchmarks.
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3.1 OVERVIEW 
The polar regions provide a powerful context for
teaching and learning, attracting a wide and diverse audience.
The education, outreach and communication strategy for the
IPY must address the question: “Why are the polar regions
and polar research important to all people on Earth?” through
a series of nationally and internationally coordinated
programmes producing an improved understanding of the
importance of the poles globally. 
The ICSU IPY 2007-2008 PG was charged with developing a
plan that captures the interest, and increases the knowledge
of polar regions and the Polar Year, of educators, the public,
government officials, researchers, media reporters and
writers. This plan is also expected to contribute to the IPY
2007-2008 objective of attracting and developing the next
generation of polar scientists, engineers and leaders; establish
a way to interact with other parties promoting IPY 2007-2008,
such as IPY National Committees, polar organizations,
foundations etc.; and provide a channel for people living in the
polar regions to interact with the polar science community on
research, especially in the Arctic.
The following sections of this plan define the scope, identify
the target audiences, and develop a structure for national and
international education, outreach and communication efforts.
3.2 THE SCOPE OF EDUCATION, OUTREACH
AND COMMUNICATION EFFORTS
For the purpose of this document the following
definitions are used:
Education: Here, education refers to efforts designed to
promote the development of programmes, infrastructure and
resources needed to improve knowledge of polar-focused
science, technology and humanities. These formal educational
efforts mainly occur within classrooms. Formal education is
not necessarily limited to curricula, but ranges from teacher
training to classroom science experiments. 
Outreach: Outreach, sometimes called informal education, is
used here to refer to experiences for learning outside of formal
classroom environments through stimulating media, exhibits,
and community-based programmes. Examples of outreach
activities include field trips, museums exhibits, zoo exhibits,
lecture series, computer software, school competitions,
quizzes and essay writing.
Communication: Communication is used here to identify
interactions with the print, television, radio, internet and film
media. 
3.3 IDENTIFYING THE TARGET AUDIENCES FOR
IPY 2007-2008 
Five major, sometimes overlapping, audiences for the
IPY education, outreach and communication efforts have been
identified:
1. primary and secondary education community – school
children;
2. young and potential new polar researchers;
3. Arctic communities; 
4. the general public; 
5. decision-makers.
This IPY 2007-2008 Education Outreach and Communication
strategy document addresses each of these audiences by
developing an overarching goal and highlighting some of the
possible programmes. 
For each constituency, the efforts should take into
consideration what the message is, how that message can be
conveyed most effectively and where this message should be
targeted. Educational efforts should be focused on the primary
and secondary education community and the young and
potential new polar researchers while the outreach efforts are
presented more for the general public, Arctic residents and
decision makers. The communication effort is targeted at the
general public. 
3.3.1 School Children
The IPY strategy targeting the primary and secondary
education community aims to increase the awareness and
understanding of polar issues and to help infuse learning with
the excitement of discovery of the polar regions while creating
interest for science. 
National engagement in education activities at primary and
secondary level is important because of differences in
language and methodologies in different nations. Many of the
potential partners and stakeholders in IPY 2007-2008 have
ongoing education and outreach experiences and
programmes. These should be considered in the development
of an overall IPY 2007-2008 education strategy. 
Nationally based school magazines were widely used during
the IGY to convey information on science programmes to
elementary schools. During IPY 2007-2008, a special effort
could be made to increase the opportunities for primary and
secondary teachers to participate in research fieldwork and
thereby inspire their audience at home.
Some educational initiatives for primary and secondary
students could be developed to an international level in order
to link communities together through synoptic environmental
observations, and to link communities with polar researchers.
The GLOBE programme, a worldwide hands-on, primary and
secondary school-based education and science programme
active in 106 countries and 15,000 schools provides a vehicle
3. Education, Outreach and Communication Plan
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for linking global education communities through synoptic
observations during the IPY. Linkages with the Year of the
Planet Earth (now “The Year”) and the UNESCO network have
the potential to provide a conduit for linking polar residents and
polar scientists with a diverse and geographic widespread
audience. Involving people living in the Arctic in IPY 2007-2008
education efforts has tremendous potential and should be
developed into formal programmes. Use of modern web
based technology for remote participation and interactive
programmes will translate into genuine learning experiences
for people of all ages.
3.3.2 Young and Potential New Polar Researchers
The IPY 2007-2008 strategy for post-secondary
students is to promote the recruitment of new and future
research scientists and collaborators, and to increase
awareness of polar issues at educational and research instit-
utions. Attracting young people to science is necessary in an
ever-increasingly technical world. The IPY 2007-2008 planning
process revealed how many of today’s leaders were
introduced to science through the IGY. 
We aim to leverage inherent human interest in the polar
regions to stimulate a new generation of researchers. The
undergraduate level is an excellent place to instil students with
an interest for the polar regions that can be followed through
to the graduate, doctoral, to post-doctoral and Principal
Investigator (PI) level. Research and field experiences for
university students are a powerful mechanism for engaging
this audience. A number of established universities have polar
focused programmes such as the University of the Arctic, the
University of Svalbard, and some Australian and New Zealand
universities. These programmes should be networked into the
IPY 2007-2008 education, outreach and research activities. An
effort and strategy to use already established programmes like
the Humboldt (http://www.avh.de/en/stiftung/index.htm) and
Fulbright (http://www.iie.org) Fellowship programmes should
be promoted through IPY 2007-2008 to develop new
researchers, including participation from Arctic residents, in
international and national efforts within IPY. PhD and
postdoctoral stipends should be established to stimulate
involvement. 
3.3.3 Arctic Communities
IPY 2007-2008 must strengthen the dialogue and links
between Arctic residents and the research community, and
must engage Arctic residents in the design and
implementation of IPY science, education and outreach pro-
grammes. 
Different approaches and material are required for northern
residents and for people living outside the polar area. Materials
developed should aim for a holistic approach, being sensitive
to natural science, social science and traditional knowledge. It
is particularly important to see the IPY 2007-2008 as a special
opportunity to raise awareness and build connections
between researchers and residents of the Arctic communities. 
As an example, the early engagement of residents has been
launched in the Canadian North. This includes a series of
consultations with Canadian northern residents on the
planning and implementation of the IPY 2007-2008, and is
reflected in the initial guiding principle of “In the North, for the
North, by Northerners.” Such proactive engagement of
northern residents should be expanded. The Arctic Council as
a forum with participation from many observers and the eight
Arctic countries has the potential to play a leading role
strengthening the dialogue and links between the Arctic and
the research communities. 
3.3.4 The General Public
IPY 2007-2008 aims to promote polar research to the
general public, helping make the public more aware, excited
and supportive of polar issues including understanding “Why
are the polar regions and polar research important to all people
on Earth?” The target group is global, reaching people living
outside the polar areas, Arctic residents, and tourists visiting
the Antarctic and the Arctic. The Polar Year should be used as
a special opportunity to raise awareness among people living
far away from the poles with nearly no relationship to the
regions. This task requires specially planned activities. Many
different methods and tools can be used to attain this goal
ranging from museum exhibits, large and small, television
documentaries, zoos and live webcasts. Involvement of
established scientific information centres, many of which have
relevant experience and are already committed to polar issues,
should be used. A network of polar reporters, artists, authors,
film producers, etc. could be created.
3.3.5 Decision-makers
IPY 2007-2008 aims to inform both governmental and
scientific decision-makers, including funding and resource
managers, on the roles and importance of polar regions. The
decision makers are mainly politicians and high-ranking
officials, who can influence the level of funding for IPY 2007-
2008, and who have to be contacted early in the planning
process to secure adequate financial support for IPY 2007-
2008. Decision-makers require summary programme
information and an explanation of the programme relevance to
policy and economic decision-making. This communication
responsibility is mainly a national or regional one although
appropriate supporting international perspectives would be
helpful. 
The audience of parliamentarians, legislators and policy
makers is also part of the larger audience that include the
media and general public. Thus, efforts and strategies devised
for media and the general public will also contribute to the
more specialized audience of decision makers. Ministers of
Education and Science and other representatives from the
Arctic Council Member States recently (June 2004) declared
that full use should be made of the opportunities offered by
the IPY 2007–2008 to foster joint education and research that
pertains to sustainable Arctic development (Annex 3). The IPY
2007-2008 Education, Outreach and Communication plan
must build on this expression of cooperation and further
develop this initial Opportunity.
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Promotion of polar research and understanding of the poles to
the general public and decision-makers should utilize different
media and information channels such as reporters, artists,
authors, film producers, exhibitions and events. The media by
which the communication efforts will be implemented will be
specific to the particular audience. Outreach will also create
and maintain direct links to education communities. Outreach
should extend beyond the official IPY 2007-2008 period,
beginning before field expeditions, communicating from the
field and disseminating research results after the conclusion of
the polar year. Communicating why and how research in polar
regions is undertaken is often as important as the outcomes.
Current technology makes real-time outreach of research
activities possible through the internet with, for example, real-
time GPS locations of researchers and vessels, live webcasts
from the field, and email.
3.4 COORDINATION OF THE IPY 2007-2008
EFFORTS FOR EDUCATION, OUTREACH AND
COMMUNICATION
At the international level there will be a need for an
Education, Outreach and Communication (EOC) Sub-
Committee. This will coordinate international communication
activities; formulate a broadly accepted framework for IPY
2007-2008 education, outreach and communication; and serve
as a forum for exchange of ideas to assist National
Committees in their communication efforts. The IPY 2007-
2008 education, outreach and communication framework
should be adaptable to the business, language and cultural
needs of each participant, while retaining a clear direction,
identity and ‘voice’ for IPY 2007-2008. Leading educators and
professional communicators should be attracted to serve on
this critical Sub-Committee. 
The EOC Sub-Committee should be an advisory Sub-
Committee of the ICSU-WMO IPY 2007-2008 Joint
Committee (see Section 4). The EOC Sub-Committee should
also consult with IPY 2007-2008 projects to improve their
Education, Outreach and Communication plans and to support
their efforts to secure national or international funding to carry
out their designated activities. This Sub-Committee will also
provide feedback on proposed IPY 2007-2008 Education,
Outreach and Communication programmes that are
independent of any specific IPY science projects. The EOC
Sub-Committee shall link specialized education, outreach and
communication institutions/centres dedicated to polar science
information. 
The EOC Sub-Committee would serve as a focal point for
developing international Education, Outreach and
Communication programmes by , for example: 
1. providing feedback to the Joint Committee on the
education, outreach and communication plans submitted
by the IPY project proposals;
2.  facilitating international communication among the
education, outreach and communication communities;
3. developing consensus standards and protocols, and
providing simple guidelines and resources for education
and outreach activities made in the name of IPY;
4. maintaining an Education and Outreach web site that
would list and describe all IPY education and outreach
activities; 
5. producing a quarterly electronic newsletter emailed to
appropriate audiences and posted on the web. This could
include feature articles on IPY-activities and issues, details
of upcoming conferences and meetings, highlights from
fieldwork, etc; 
6. developing materials such as illustrated brochures and
pamphlets that can be translated by national committees
for distribution in different languages;
7. identifying funding possibilities for international education
and outreach activities; 
8. promoting education and outreach activities among
national and international agencies through newsletters,
meetings and networks;
9. developing for the IPY a Junior Arctic Council and Junior
Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting following the model
of the Junior United Nations Assembly;
10. working to develop events such as an international polar
day at schools coinciding with an IPY special observing
day. 
The National IPY Committees and IPY Project Steering
Committees (see Section 4.5) will also organize various
Education and Outreach projects, and their use of existing
outreach and education networks and organizations will be
essential. Individual countries contributing to IPY 2007-2008
may need a national facility to assist in the development and
coordination of outreach activities, for example a Sub-
Committee of the National IPY Committee. Such National EOC
Committees will develop Education, Outreach and
Communication programmes through activities such as:
1. targeting outreach activities in the name of IPY to national
needs and education programmes; 
2. maintaining a national Education and Outreach web site
listing and describing all IPY education and outreach
activities; 
3. identifying existing national communication programmes
and initiatives, and building national IPY E&O plans on
these;
4. developing and publishing material in local languages;
5. promoting education and outreach activities among
national agencies, organizations and networks; 
6. ensuring development of high bandwidth commu-
nications between IPY researchers in the field and
education and outreach programmes; 
7. introducing a polar emphasis into existing science and
history contests; 
8. encouraging the development of polar-relevant national
and regional museum and art exhibits;
9. providing material for national science television and radio
programmes as well as print media. 
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10. promoting the design of a national IPY stamp;
11. promoting the involvement of students and young
scientists in national IPY field activities.
3.5 ESTABLISHING THE VISUAL IDENTITY OF IPY
2007-2008 – THE IPY LOGO 
In communicating IPY 2007-2008 to a wide range of
audiences it is important to have a visual cue that people can
come to associate with the programme and which places the
programme in an appropriate context. Initially, NASA graphics
artists assembled a colour montage of polar images and this
has provided a striking representation of what IPY 2007-2008
encompasses. The individual images identify geography,
geospace, ecosystems and society, technological capabilities
and the researching of scientific frontiers. The montage has
featured in many PowerPoint presentations, on the covers of
reports and is used extensively in the existing IPY 2007-2008
website so is serving a very useful purpose in promoting the
programme. 
There is also a requirement for simpler artwork (a logo) that
can be used in colour or in a black and white form and be
reduced to a very small image without losing its ability to
identify IPY 2007-2008. The brief for the logo was that it should
identify the polar regions, refer back to IGY but also look to
establishing a legacy of significantly increased awareness of,
and activity in, polar regions. It should also clearly indicate the
importance of the human dimension in IPY 2007-2008. The
logo shown in Fig. 1 consciously takes the original Globe logo
of IGY, but highlights both polar regions, superimposes a large
human figure symbolising the human dimension and replaces
the original representation of an orbiting satellite with an arrow
symbolising the establishment of a legacy.
Fig 1: Proposed logo for IPY 2007-2008
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4.1 PRINCIPLES FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
IPY 2007-2008
To be successful, IPY 2007-2008 needs a sound
organizational structure with minimal bureaucracy that
promotes efficient communication and attracts excellent
people. This means a simple framework that makes effective
use of existing polar organizations and avoids duplication of
the roles of these organizations, yet provides needed
additional coordinating and oversight bodies. It should provide
a means to influence major stakeholders while seeking to
adapt and link to existing plans in imaginative and innovative
ways, recognising that some logistic schedules and other
activities for the IPY 2007-2008 period are already largely
defined.
This implementation plan aims to be a transparent, inclusive
process that gives an equal opportunity to all potential
participants in IPY 2007-2008 and encourages projects that
satisfy the IPY objectives. The core participants of IPY 2007-
2008 will be self-organising groups of researchers, their parent
organizations, existing bodies with a role in polar regions
research and monitoring, and consortia of such bodies.
4.2 ROLE OF ICSU AND WMO AS IPY SPONSORS
The IPY sponsors, ICSU and WMO, have established
the International Polar Year 2007-2008 Joint Committee (JC)
described below and will fund its activities. Neither ICSU,
WMO nor the Joint Committee have, or will seek authority
over national or international polar research programmes. The
JC’s approach will be to influence the actions of the national
and international bodies for the overall benefit of IPY 2007-
2008 through encouragement, persuasion and consensus
building. The one exception is that WMO will exert direct
control over IPY contributions from internal WMO approved
and funded programmes.
4.3 IPY 2007-2008 PARTICIPANTS 
IPY 2007-2008 research activities will be carried out by
scientists and support staff from university research groups,
other research organizations, operational bodies such as
national meteorological services, and international
organizations. 
Data management is expected to be supported within
individual research activities by the contributing organizations
using trained data specialists. To ensure that IPY 2007-2008
data sets are managed to fulfil the long-term Polar Year
objective of increased polar research capacity, the data
management must conform to the principles defined by the
JC-appointed specialist Data Policy and Management Sub-
Committee. 
IPY 2007-2008 education and outreach activities will be carried
out both by scientists and their support teams, IPY 2007-2008
National Committees, the JC and by other organizations as
appropriate. This critical aspect of IPY 2007-2008 will be led,
advised and facilitated by a JC-appointed Sub-Committee on
Education, Outreach and Communication.
4.4 IPY 2007-2008 FUNDING
The financial support for IPY 2007-2008 activities will
be obtained by researchers making proposals to existing
funding organizations, many of which will be encouraging IPY-
related work with specific solicitations. Thus, the research
activities will mainly be approved and funded through national
mechanisms, as well as through regional and international
funding bodies, such as the European Commission. 
The Joint Committee is not a funding organization and has no
funds to dispense. It will, however, host a submission process
that conveys official IPY 2007-2008 status as described below.
4.5 ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE FOR THE IPY
The structure presented overleaf (Fig. 2) will be
established for IPY 2007-2008 to provide the enabling
mechanism for the IPY activities to occur. 
4.5.1 Role of the IPY Joint Committee
The IPY 2007-2008 Joint Committee (JC) will exist until
the end of 2009. It consists of two Co-Chairs and no more
than 12 additional members appointed by ICSU and WMO.
SCAR (Scientific Committee for Antarctic Research), IASC
(International Arctic Science Committee) and IOC (Inter-
governmental Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO) have
each been invited to nominate ex officio representatives. In
addition, the Executive Heads of ICSU and WMO will each
appoint an ex officio member of the Committee. The Co-Chairs
can invite additional persons to attend sessions for specific
agenda items, as necessary.
The Joint Committee will be responsible for overall scientific
planning, coordination, guidance and oversight of IPY 2007-
2008. In performing its functions, it will be supported by an
International Programme Office (discussed below). It should
work closely with all relevant organizations and National IPY
Committees/contact persons. The Joint Committee will meet
at least twice a year.
Drawing from the agreed terms of reference, the specific
tasks of the Joint Committee are: 
1. to assign official IPY 2007-2008 status to projects based
on submitted expressions of intent and/or proposals;
2. to develop and keep under review an implementation plan
for IPY2007-2008 in close consultation with appropriate
bodies and to ensure that the plan makes optimal use of
available resources;
3. to establish mechanisms for the design, guidance,
development and oversight of IPY 2007-2008 projects;
4. to provide leadership in developing IPY 2007-2008 data
4. Organizational structure and implementation
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policy and data management protocols through the
establishment and guidance of a Data Policy and
Management Sub-Committee;
5. to promote the IPY 2007-2008 objectives and its
achievements including through the appointment of a
Sub-Committee on Education, Outreach and
Communication;
6. to encourage the active participation of other relevant
organizations in IPY 2007-2008;
7. to convene sessions of an IPY 2007-2008 Consultative
Forum to which all stakeholders will be invited; 
8. to raise additional funds for planning and coordination
activities, including activities of Sub-Committees set up by
the Joint Committee, and to assist in convincing national
and international funding bodies to support IPY 2007-2008
projects;
9. to provide oversight and guidance to the activities of the
IPY 2007-2008 International Programme Office; and
10. to report to the ICSU and WMO Executive Bodies on IPY
2007-2008 progress after each meeting of the Joint
Committee.
4.5.2 Role of the Project Steering Committees
All IPY 2007-2008 projects will have a Project Steering
Committee (PSC). The Joint Committee will identify and
recognize the Project Steering Committee and its leader, who
will serve as the point of contact between the project and the
other elements of the Polar Year organizational structure. The
size of the committee should be appropriate to the complexity
of the project. Small or simple projects might decide that the
Project Steering Committee functions can be handled by a
single individual, while it is expected that more complex
projects will have a larger, international Project Steering
Committee. Funding for activities of the Project Steering
Committee will be provided by national participants in the
relevant IPY 2007-2008 projects. 
The Project Steering Committee will be responsible for the
detailed planning, execution and reporting of science activities
of that project. Each Project Steering Committee must have an
identified leader who is the communication link to the Joint
Committee and to leaders of other Project Steering
Committees. 
The Project Steering Committee will have considerable
autonomy. Members are expected to be active participants of
the activities or responsible for critical elements, such as
logistics, data management, or education, outreach and
communications. 
4.5.3 Role of the International Programme Office
An activity as large and complex as IPY 2007-2008 will
require daily, full-time staff support. Most of the IPY
participants who will serve on the various IPY committees and
Sub-Committees will be volunteers drawn from the academic
community and from the stakeholder bodies. The International
Programme Office (IPO) will provide the day-to-day
administrative support to the Joint Committee, its Sub-
Figure 2: The organizational structure for the IPY. The overall programme is addressed by a combination of a Consultative Forum and the ICSU-WMO IPY-JC, supported
by the International Programme Office. Individual projects operate with a degree of autonomy under the direction of a Project Steering Committee. The connecting
lines symbolise two-way communication pathways and (upwards) lines of decision-making (to be exercised as far as possible through consensus).
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Committees and, to a more limited degree, to the larger
Project Steering Committee. The International Programme
Office is a crucial element of IPY implementation. The
International Programme Office may have distributed sub-
offices with specific tasks, as well as using ICSU and WMO
facilities as appropriate. 
ICSU and WMO have solicited proposals from nations or
organizations prepared to support and fund the International
Programme Office. Selection between multiple submitted
proposals will be based on the extent to which the proposal is
able to provide the expected functions of the International
Programme Office, which include:
1. to provide active support to the ICSU-WMO Joint
Committee, for the central planning, coordination,
oversight and guidance of IPY 2007-2008;
2. to support the meetings and activities of the Joint
Committee;
3. to act as the central point of contact for IPY 2007-2008
National Committees, related international programmes,
and all participating or interested organizations and
individual researchers;
4. to support the development of outreach and education
programmes through development of IPY 2007-2008
“branding” and through coordinating the creation of
promotional material;
5. to organize and/or coordinate international meetings and
workshops on the Polar Year;
6. to promote IPY 2007-2008 internationally by all
appropriate means;
7. to coordinate the dissemination of research outputs
across IPY 2007-2008 organizations; 
8. to facilitate the acquisition of funding to sustain IPY 2007-
2008 coordination and oversight structure;
9. to support and maintain the IPY 2007-2008 website.
Specific functions that the International Programme Office will
provide to support the Joint Committee are: 
1. central handling of correspondence;
2. tracking of action items;
3. archiving of key documentation;
4. maintaining an IPY 2007-2008 activities database;
5. managing the central budget;
6. assisting in the production of reports and synthesis
documents. 
An additional task of the International Programme Office will
be to serve as an interface with other International Year
programmes being planned to coincide with the 50th
anniversary of the IGY (see Box 4). Links will be forged with
the Programme Offices of these international initiatives.
4.5.4 Role of the Consultative Forum
Given the large numbers of IPY 2007-2008
stakeholders, an advisory Consultative Forum (CF) will be
established to provide a consultative platform for Polar Year
development including dialogue among the various
stakeholders, expressions of views on IPY 2007-2008, and a
venue for exchange of information with the Joint Committee
on IPY 2007-2008 development. The opinions and views
expressed by stakeholders at this forum will be considered by
the Joint Committee in all aspects of planning, implementation
and management of the IPY 2007-2008. The Consultative
Forum will assemble once per year and will be coordinated by
the JC and the IPO. The funding for these meetings will be
provided by the participants.
4.5.5 Role of IPY 2007-2008 National Committees
The functional responsibilities of IPY 2007-2008
National Committees will vary between countries. In some
countries, National Committees may be involved in funding
processes. In all countries, these Committees are expected to
work under the following general terms of reference:
1. to act as an information conduit from the Joint Committee
to the national scientific community and National
Meteorological Services to promote awareness of and
interest in IPY 2007-2008;
2. to provide national input to the Joint Committee for the
formulation of the IPY programme of activities;
3. to facilitate the planning and implementation of national
activities contributing to IPY 2007-2008, including, where
appropriate, the endorsement of IPY expressions of intent
and/or proposals;
4. to ensure that nationally-collected IPY data are available to
the international research community in accordance with
protocols developed for data exchange within IPY 2007-
2008;
Box 4
OTHER INTERNATIONAL YEAR INITIATIVES
There are other communities conducting special
activities during the 50th anniversary of the IGY in 2007,
and which share many objectives and parentage with IPY
2007-2008. Various ICSU unions are coordinating these
efforts. The IPO will serve as official contact point for
these other programmes, and it is expected that the
open development process adopted by IPY 2007-2008
will ensure that such programmes can keep themselves
abreast of the emerging Polar Year programme. IPY 2007-
2008 will pursue and establish an appropriate level of
shared involvement and cooperation with these
programmes. 
Related efforts:
The International Year of Planet Earth, now called “The
Year” (http://www.esfs.org/); 
The Electronic Geophysical Year (eGY)
(http://www.egy.org/);
The International Heliophysical Year (IHY)
(http://ihy.gsfc.nasa.gov/).
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5. to take a lead role on issues of outreach education and
communication at the national level;
6. to encourage and facilitate the provision of necessary
national funds, logistical support, and other support for the
implementation of national activities contributing to the
IPY 2007-2008 objectives;
7. to encourage and facilitate national contributions to the
cost of the international scientific coordination and
integration of IPY 2007-2008;
8. to assist the Joint Committee in the planning,
implementation, data management, and delivery of IPY
2007-2008;
9. to host regional and national IPY 2007-2008 meetings.
4.5.6 Role of other bodies
A significant difference between the current IPY and its
predecessors is the existence of a large number of bodies,
both non-governmental and governmental, each with
established roles and legitimate interests in the international
coordination of scientific activities carried out in the polar
regions. The Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting and the
Arctic Council are especially significant in this respect.
The potential exists for organizational arrangements to be
established which imaginatively and cost-effectively draw
upon the effort, funding and influence of existing bodies to
implement the IPY, while at the same time satisfying their
specific interests in an IPY involvement. A large number of
these bodies have already given their endorsements to IPY
(see Annex 5).
4.6 PROCESS FOR IDENTIFYING IPY CONTENT
4.6.1 Solicitation of Expressions of Intent
In order to facilitate an IPY 2007-2008 that is composed
of projects and activities that support the themes and
observational goals outlined in this report, and to develop IPY
2007-2008 in a rapid timeframe, especially for those projects
that involve complex logistics, the Joint Committee must
move quickly to collect community input. This collection will
benefit IPY 2007-2008 in a number of ways: first, it will be
helpful in planning the overall programme to have available as
comprehensive a set of thoughts and ideas as possible at an
early stage; second, emerging projects will benefit from an
early approval from the Joint Committee in seeking funding in
their home countries; and third, funding and logistic support
organizations will benefit by having an early measure of IPY
interest in their countries (and others) to be used in influencing
national budgets. 
These mutually supporting advantages lead to a call for brief
expressions of intent to be submitted to the Joint Committee
by 14 January 2005. Specific information will be requested by
electronic form that will total no more than four or five pages,
and an example of a completed submission will be made
available on the website well in advance of the deadline. The
submission will provide the information needed by the Joint
Committee to evaluate how well each proposed activity will
meet the IPY 2007-2008 criteria given below. These criteria
address science content, feasibility, data management,
outreach and education, and overall project management, and
are drawn from the IPY objectives and characteristics
(Sections 1.5 and 1.6). 
The Joint Committee will examine these submissions in a
timely manner for the purpose of assigning preliminary official
IPY 2007-2008 status. The Joint Committee will respond to
each submission, including advising where relevant on ways to
improve the proposed project’s contribution to the overall IPY
objectives. This might be done, for example, by suggesting
increased cooperation with other submitted projects.
Submitted expressions of intent (but not the Joint Committee
responses) will be posted on the IPY 2007-2008 website
(www.ipy.org) to offer opportunities for all prospective
participants to link to other related projects and enhance the
overall IPY 2007-2008 programme.
It is hoped that the broad awareness of IPY 2007-2008 over
the past year makes this short deadline manageable by most
interested groups. It is imperative that projects requiring
complex logistics or extended preparations be identified by
this call for expressions of intent. There will be subsequent
opportunities to submit proposals for consideration as IPY
activities, to accommodate for example projects that start late
during the IPY 2007-2008 programme period or have less
complexity. However, the relatively short preparation time
prior to 2007, especially as regards the availability of polar
logistics, provides a strong incentive for projects to submit as
early as possible, if they are to be successfully integrated into
the overall IPY 2007-2008 programme.
4.6.2 Criteria for Identifying IPY 2007-2008
Activities (covering science, feasibility, data,
outreach and education) 
The expression of intent is expected to demonstrate
that the project will meet the following criteria (taken from the
IPY 2007-2008 objectives and characteristics). It is recognised,
however, that in some cases not all criteria can be met,
especially at this preliminary stage. In these cases the
proposer(s) must explain why specific criteria are not met. 
The criteria for identification of an IPY project are that it:
1. makes significant advances within one or more IPY 2007-
2008 themes;
2. involves at least one polar region and takes place within
the IPY 2007-2008 timeframe;
3. contributes to international collaboration;
4. presents a viable management plan and organizational
structure, including a time line when commitments
(funding, logistic etc) can be expected;
5. presents a viable approach for securing funding; 
6. proposes a viable plan for securing appropriate logistical
support; 
7. signs up to the principles and aims of IPY 2007-2008 data
management and proposes a viable data management
plan; 
8. proposes a viable plan or approach for education, outreach
and communication activities; 
9. shows how it will foster the next generation of polar
researchers. 
Some additional criteria that add further value are:
1. includes nations not traditionally involved in polar
research;
2. provides the opportunity for a legacy of infrastructure
(observation sites, facilities, systems); 
3. builds on existing plans, programmes or initiatives or at
least does not conflict with them;
4. has interdisciplinary elements;
5. is "endorsed" by one or more IPY 2007-2008 National
Committees.
4.6.3 Expressions of Intent Examination and
Feedback
The Joint Committee will evaluate how well submitted
expressions of intent satisfy the criteria listed above, and shall
assign submissions to one of three categories. This objective
assessment will begin before the end of January 2005 with
responses provided to the proposers no later than the end of
February 2005. The three assessment categories are:
1. Submissions which satisfy all criteria. These will be
encouraged to be developed into a full proposal. They will
also receive formal recognition including provisional
permission to adopt and use the IPY 2007-2008
imprimatur pending the receipt of an acceptable full
proposal. Submissions which satisfy most criteria (and
where not, give adequate justification) will be treated
similarly.
2. Submissions which satisfy many, but not all IPY 2007-
2008 criteria. It is expected that there will be a number of
submissions that the Joint Committee feels can be
substantially improved in meeting IPY 2007-2008 objec-
tives. The Joint Committee will provide guidance on how
these can better address IPY 2007-2008 criteria and invite
resubmission of an amended expression of intent. This
guidance is regarded as one of the most important
functions of the Joint Committee. It indicates the intent of
the Sponsors to make IPY 2007-2008 as inclusive as
possible while maintaining the highest standards of
science, international collaboration and coordination,
effectiveness and societal relevance. 
3. Expressions of intent or proposals that are assessed as
not relevant to IPY 2007-2008 objectives will be omitted
from further consideration.
Soon after the expression of intent assessment is complete,
the JC will report to the Consultative Forum (CF) on the results
of this phase, highlighting issues where the CF could be of
particular value by facilitating research, addressing imbalances
or gaps, etc. The Joint Committee will take into account
comments from the CF, as appropriate.
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4.6.4 Full Proposal Preparation and Submission
The period following the Joint Committee‘s response
will be used by proposers to fully develop their plans for
research implementation and management (including any
appropriate additional collaborations), data and information
management, and education/outreach plans. Proposers should
also seek National Committee endorsement (if not already
obtained). Full proposals will be due in June 2005 and should
include a complete science proposal and detailed descriptions
related to all criteria described above in Section 4.6.2,
including identification of the Project Steering Committee
composition and its leader. 
4.6.5 Identification of IPY Activities
Based on the submitted full proposals, the JC will
decide which proposals satisfy all the criteria, approve those
activities as part of the official IPY 2007-2008 programme, and
give permission for the project to use the IPY imprimatur. The
JC will identify and recognize the Project Steering Committee
and its leader, as part of this final assessment. 
4.6.6 Project Steering Committee Phase
Following Joint Committee identification of the official
IPY 2007-2008 programme elements, the emphasis for
realizing the total programme shifts to the Project Steering
Committees. These will be responsible for securing funding for
their activities, for ensuring that adequate logistic support will
be provided, for proper management (including archiving and
availability) of their data, and for effective communication of
their activities to the public, decision makers and education
stakeholders.
The Project Steering Committees will continue to steer project
implementation through the formal IPY period (1 March 2007
- 1 March 2009) with ongoing support and oversight provided
by the JC, and with continuing communication support
functions provided by the International Programme Office.
4.6.7 Time Schedule
Early November 2004: ICSU and WMO, on behalf of
the JC, will call for expressions of intent submissions for IPY
2007-2008 Projects. These submissions must address the
criteria for IPY 2007-2008 identification given in 4.6.2 above.
14 January 2005: deadline for submission of expressions of
intent. It is hoped that these will primarily be those proposed
activities requiring substantial logistic support and therefore
the longest logistic lead times.
February 2005: the JC will review the expressions of intent
and make a preliminary identification of those which satisfy
the criteria or which, with some amendment could satisfy the
criteria. Letters with guidance will be sent to all proposers.
March 2005: the JC will meet with the Consultative Forum to
review the overall scope of IPY 2007-2008, including possibly
comments on funding and implementation from national
committees and logistic operators.
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June 2005: submission of complete proposals with updated
plans and more detailed information on funding and support. If
funding and support schedules do not allow statements of
commitments at this stage, the proposal should give an
indication of when firm commitments are expected. 
Second half of 2005: the JC decides and announces which
projects and activities contribute to the official IPY 2007-2008
programme.
Subsequently, further opportunities will be available during
2005 and 2006 to submit proposals for consideration as IPY
2007-2008 activities. It is anticipated that these will primarily
be logistically less complex projects, as the more complex
logistic resources will have been allocated. 
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ANNEX 1
Terms of Reference of the ICSU IPY 2007-2008
Planning Group
August 2003
The role of the IPY-PG should be to formulate a concept for
an IPY 2007-8 and to design the means of ICSU leading such
a programme. 
Specifically the Group’s tasks are:
1. To gather, summarise and make widely available information on
existing ideas for an IPY, serving as a clearinghouse for ideas,
2. To stimulate, encourage and organise debate amongst a wide
range of interested parties on the objectives and possible
content of an IPY,
3. To formulate a set of objectives for an IPY,
4. To develop an initial high level Science Plan for an IPY which
engages younger scientists throughout the planning process,
5. To develop a specific set of objectives targeted at formal and
informal education as well as the general public in the next IPY,
6. To develop a proposed mechanism for the design, development,
guidance, and oversight of an IPY,
7. To present a draft plan to the ICSU EB at their February 2004
meeting, and
8. To report to the ICSU 28th General Assembly in 2005 a plan for
an IPY in 2007-8 for final endorsement.
ANNEX 2
Membership of the IPY International Planning
Group
Chris Rapley, Chair
British Antarctic Survey 




Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, 
Columbia University,
Palisades, New York 10964, USA.
Email: robinb@ldeo.columbia.edu
Ian Allison
Antarctic Climate and Ecosystems CRC and 
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Oceans and Ice Branch, 
Laboratory for Hydrospheric Processes,
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center,















GÉTIC, Pavillon Charles-de-Koninck, 




Institute of Geography, 
Russian Academy of Sciences,
Staromonethy, 29, 109017 Moscow, 
Russia.
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Michael Kuhn (IUGG liaison)
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Danish Polar Centre, 
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Henk Schalke 
(IUGS liaison until Oct 2003)
IUGS-UNESCO, 
Division of Earth Sciences Joint Programme Project,










Eduard Sarukhanian (WMO liaison)
World Meteorological Organization,
7 bis, avenue de la Paix,





Polar Research Institute of China,






















Examples of Endorsements and Support from
Relevant Organizations
A3.1 WMO Congress Resolution
A3.2 ATCM Resolution
A3.3 IOC Executive Council Resolution
A3.4 Arctic Council Letter of Support
A3.1 WMO Congress Resolution – May 2003
Resolution 33(Cg-XIV)
HOLDING OF A THIRD INTERNATIONAL POLAR YEAR IN
2007-2008
THE CONGRESS,
CONSIDERING the fundamental contribution of the First and
Second IPY’s, held in 1882-1883 and 1932-1933, to the
understanding of hydrometeorological processes in the polar
regions, 
NOTING the sensitivity of high latitude regions of our planet
to natural and human impacts at global and regional levels
and the need in this connection to study processes
governing environmental changes in polar areas,
FURTHER NOTING that the main efforts at international
cooperation under a third IPY will be to determine present
and evaluate future climate change and the state of the
environment in the polar regions,
CONSIDERING FURTHER that the observational data and
scientific research results obtained will form a basis for
developing recommendations for national government
agencies and bodies involved in activities in the Arctic and
Antarctic, 
APPROVES the idea of holding a third IPY in 2007-2008
under the auspices of WMO; 
REQUESTS the Executive Council at its fifty-sixth session to
examine the preparation and holding of a Third International
Polar Year in 2007-2008 in collaboration with other
international organizations such as the Arctic Council, the
Consultative Conference on the Antarctic Treaty, the
International Arctic Science Committee, the
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission and the
Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research and the
establishment of an ad hoc working body to prepare a plan of
action in preparation for a third IPY and to coordinate its
implementation;
REQUESTS the Secretary-General to prepare the relevant
programme document for the abovementioned Executive
Council session.
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A3.2. Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting 
Resolution regarding the IPY 2007-2008 June 2003
(124) The ATCM adopted Resolution 3 (2003) on “Support
of the ATCM for the International Polar Year 2007/8”,
reproduced in Annex C.
Resolution 3 (2003):
SUPPORT OF THE ATCM FOR THE INTERNATIONAL
POLAR YEAR 2007/8
The representatives,
Aware that the Polar Regions are key components of the
Earth System;
Considering the important role of the Polar Regions both in
driving and responding to Global Climate Change;
Recognising the opportunities afforded by new technological
and logistical developments for polar research in the 21st
century to develop an understanding of key global
phenomena at the frontiers of discovery;
Acknowledging the important contribution to scientific
knowledge resulting from international cooperation in
scientific investigations in the Polar Regions;
Noting the opportunity offered by the 125th anniversary of
the first International Polar Year (IPY), the 75th anniversary of
the second IPY, and the 50th anniversary of the International
Geophysical Year (IGY), to galvanise an intensive programme
of internationally coordinated research in the Polar Regions;
Noting the active commitment to an International Polar Year
of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), and
interest of other international bodies responsible for the
coordination of research in the Arctic.
Noting the establishment by the International Council for
Science (ICSU) of an overarching Planning Group to
coordinate the planning for and the establishment of the IPY
(2007/08) that will encompass a wide range of science
issues of global interest;
Recommend that the parties:
- call upon SCAR and COMNAP to work with ICSU to pursue
actively the planning and implementation by all interested
organizations of an International Polar Year (2007/9) to
address priority polar science issues of global relevance;
- within the context of their national Antarctic research
programmes and capabilities to support science programmes
proposed for the IPY (2007/8) to achieve outcomes which
would not otherwise be possible if undertaken by national
programmes alone and make the support of the IPY (2007/8)
a priority within their national research activities. 




Paris, 23–29 June 2004
THE INTERNATIONAL POLAR YEAR (IPY) 2007-2008
The Executive Council,
Noting:
(i) the call by the ICSU Executive Council for an International
Polar Year in 2007/2008, and the endorsement of this
concept by the Fourteenth World Meteorological Congress
through WMO Resolution 34(Cg-XIV),
(ii) the recommendation by the Chairpersons of the five
scientific programmes (IOC, IGCP, IHP, MAB and MOST), to
the Director-General and the 32nd session of the General
Conference, that UNESCO be involved in the proposed
International Polar Year,
(iii) the intention for ICSU and WMO to form a Joint
Organizing Committee to take over responsibility for the
further development of IPY 2007-2008,
Recalling the usefulness of the International Year of the
Ocean as a means of promoting the development of
oceanography nationally and internationally,
Recognizing:
(i) the significant role of the oceans in the polar regions, not
least as engines driving the circulation of global deep waters
and hence influencing climate across the world,
(ii) the potentially vital role to be played by the IOC through
its programmes in participating in the IPY and facilitating
access to ocean data from polar regions, 
Instructs the IOC Executive Secretary to: 
(i) inform ICSU and WMO of IOC’s interest in joining the
proposed ICSU WMO Joint Organizing Committee; 
(ii) develop a plan for IOC’s participation in the science
initiatives of the IPY, including ways in which the IOC-led
efforts may be integrated with the different programmes and
projects being developed under the IPY; 
(iii) discuss the eventual creation of a group of experts, in
collaboration with the co-sponsors of the IPY, to coordinate
polar ocean science beyond 2008; and
(iv) report on these matters to the 23rd Session of the
Assembly.
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ANNEX 4




































A3.4 Implementation of the International Polar Year
(IPY) 2007-2008 
Statement 
The Governments of the Arctic Council Member States,
having approved the International Polar Year (IPY) 2007-2008
at the General Assembly of the 14th Congress of the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) in May 2003, are of the
view that the IPY offers an important opportunity to stimulate
co-operation and co-ordination on international polar issues,
to increase awareness and visibility of the polar regions and
to take important steps in furthering polar research. 
The Senior Arctic Officials, together with the Permanent
Participants of the Arctic Council, welcome the Joint
Statement issued in Reykjavik on 25 April during the 2004
Arctic Science Summit Week (ASSW). 
They share a general interest in making the IPY a success
and commit themselves to coordinating the efforts of the
Arctic Council to that end, working closely with other
international organizations having particular responsibilities in
the Arctic and Antarctic regions. 
Selfoss, May 5 2004 
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ANNEX 5 
National and International Organizations Endorsing or Contributing to IPY 2007-2008
• Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting (ATCM)
• Arctic Climate Impact Assessment (ACIA)
• Arctic Council
• Arctic Ocean Science Board (AOSB)
• Census of Marine Life (CoML)
• Commission for the Geological Map of the World (CGMW)
• Climate and Weather of the Sun-Earth System (CAWSES)
• Climate of the Arctic and its Role for Europe (CARE)
• Committee of Managers of National Antarctic Programmes (COMNAP)
• European Science Foundation Polar Board (ESF-EPB)
• European Space Agency (ESA)
• Forum of Arctic Research Operators (FARO)
• Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS)
• International Arctic Science Committee (IASC)
• International Council for Science (ICSU)
• International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP)
• International Heliophysical Year (IHY)
• Inter-Governmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC)
• International Arctic Social Sciences Association (IASSA)
• International Hydrographic Bureau (IHO)
• International Permafrost Association (IPA)
• International Science Initiative in the Russian Arctic (ISIRA)
• International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ISPRS)
• International Union for Radio Science (URSI) 
• International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics (IUGG) 
• International Union of Geological Sciences (IUGS) 
• National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
• National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
• The Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters
• The Royal Academies for Science and the Arts of Belgium
• The Royal Society of London
• Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR)
• Scientific Committee on Oceanographic Research (SCOR)
• Scientific Committee on Solar Terrestrial Physics - Solar Terrestrial Physics Programme (SCOSTEP-STPP)
• Surface Ocean-Lower Atmosphere Programme (SOLAS)
• United States Polar Research Board (PRB)
• United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
• World Climate Research Programme (WCRP)
• WCRP Climate and Cryosphere Programme (CliC)
• WCRP International Programme for Antarctic Buoys (IPAB)
• WCRP Southern Ocean Climate Variability Programme (SO CLIVAR)
• World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
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ANNEX 6
IPY Discussion Forums Participants
A6.1  Participants in the First Discussion Forum, Reid Hall, Paris, 31 March 2004
Annick Wilmotte Belgian IPY National Committee
Gerard Jugie French IPY National Committee
Karsten Gohl German IPY National Committee
Carlo Alberto Ricci Italian IPY National Committee
Massimo Frezzotti Italian IPY National Committee
Hajime Ito Japanese IPY National Committee
Alicia Garcia Spanish Polar Science Programme
Cynan Ellis-Evans UK IPY National Committee
Chris Elfring US IPY National Committee
Bryndis Kjartansdottir Arctic Council Secretariat
Naja Mikkelsen Arctic Ocean Science Board
Paul Egerton European Science Foundation 
Jean-Louis Bougeret International Heliophysical Year
Colin Summerhayes IOC and SCAR
David Schindel US National Science Foundation
Chris Rapley Chair, IPY Planning Group
Robin Bell Vice-Chair, IPY Planning Group
Robert Bindschadler IPY Planning Group
Hanne Petersen IPY Planning Group
Ed Sarukhanian IPY Planning Group 
Tim Moffat British Antarctic Survey/Meeting Support
A6.2  Participants in the Second Discussion Forum, Reid Hall, Paris, 13-14 September 2004
Hugo Decleir Belgian National Committee
Dorthe Dahl-Jensen Danish National Committee
Jan Stel Dutch National Committee
Paula Kankaanpää Finnish National Committee
Yves Frenot French National Committee
Reinhardt Dietrich German National Committee
Carlo Alberto Ricci Italian National Committee
Hajime Ito Japanese National Committee
Hosung Chung Korean National Committee
Olav Eldholm Norwegian National Committee
Anders Karlqvist Swedish National Contact/COMNAP IPY Committee
Cynan Ellis-Evans UK National Committee
Chris Elfring US National Committee
Bob Corell ACIA/ICARP
Bob Dickson AOSB






Mike Bravo IASSA /UK National Committee




N.F.D Johnson-Amin International Polar Foundation
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Vladimir Ryabinin WCRP
Jean-Louis Bougeret IHY
Iouri Oliounine International Ocean Institute
Thomas Rosswall ICSU
Leah Goldfarb ICSU
Helen Campbell NERC, UK
Chris Rapley Chair, IPY Planning Group
Robin Bell Vice-Chair, IPY Planning Group
Ian Allison IPY Planning Group
Bob Bindschadler IPY Planning Group
Jean-Paul Cadet IPY Planning Group (IUGS Liaison)
Gino Casassa IPY Planning Group
Gerard Duhaime IPY Planning Group
Vladimir Kotlyakov IPY Planning Group
Olav Orheim IPY Planning Group 
Hanne Petersen IPY Planning Group 
Prem Chand Pandey IPY Planning Group
Eduard Sarukhanian IPY Planning Group (WMO Liaison)
Elisabeth Merle ICSU/Meeting Support
Tim Moffat British Antarctic Survey/Meeting Support
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ANNEX 7 
Statistics for the IPY Planning Process
• First Invitation for Submission of Ideas (Sept 2003)
Ideas submitted as of December 2003 138
• Second Invitation for Submission of Ideas (Jan 2004)
Ideas submitted as of March 2004 325
• Ongoing Accumulation of Ideas
Ideas submitted as of September 2004 589
Number of Countries submitting Ideas 35
• Breakdown of Ideas by Source
Ideas passed through National Committees 394
Ideas from International Organizations 79
Ideas from Individuals 116
• National Organizations
National Committees as of October 2004 27
National Points of Contact as of October 2004 5
• International Bodies
ICSU/Non-ICSU organizations supporting IPY 42
WEBSITE STATISTICS, APRIL 2004 – SEPTEMBER 2004
• Website
Total hits for the site 353,671
Average number of hits per day 1,932
Greatest hits in 1 day (August 16, 2004) 7,809
















Most downloaded files:       
1. Outline Science Plan 12,480
2. ASSW IPY Overview PowerPoint 3,042
Most popular presentations:   
1. IPY Overview PowerPoint 3,042
2. WMO Overview PowerPoint 1,560
Total downloads of all PowerPoint files 8643
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ANNEX 8
List of Acronyms 
AAFICOST Arctic and Antarctic Firn Core Studies
AALM Antarctic Active Layer Monitoring
ABRIS Antarctic Bed Relief and Ice Sheet
ACIA Arctic Climate Impact Assessment
AICI Air Ice Chemical Interactions
AMAP Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme
AOOS Arctic Ocean Observing System
AOSB Arctic Ocean Science Board
ASOF Arctic-Subarctic Ocean Fluxes
ASSW Arctic Science Summit Week
ATCM Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting
AUV Autonomous Underwater Vehicle
CARE Climate of the Arctic and its Role for Europe
CAWSES Climate and Weather of the Sun Earth System
CF Consultative Forum
CGMW Commission for the Geological Map of the World
CLIC Climate and Cryosphere Programme
CLIVAR WCRP Climate Variability Programme 
CODATA Committee on Data for Science and Technology
CoML Census of Marine Life
COMNAP Committee of Managers of National Antarctic Programmes
CRC Cooperative Research Centre
DIS Data and Information Service
DPM Data Policy and Management
E&O Education and Outreach
EBA Evolutionary Biology in Antarctica
EOC Education, Outreach and Communication
EPB European Polar Board
ESA European Space Agency
ESF European Science Foundation
FARO Forum of Arctic Research Operators
GCMD Global Change Master Directory
GDSIDB Global Digital Sea Ice Data Bank
GLOBE The GLOBE educational programme
GOOS Global Ocean Observing System
GPS Global Positioning Satellite
IASC International Arctic Science Committee
IASSA International Arctic Social Sciences Association
ICARP International Conference on Arctic Research Planning
ICSU International Council for Science
IGAC International Global Atmospheric Chemistry
IGBP International Geosphere Biosphere Programme
IGCP International GeoScience Programme
IGY International Geophysical Year
IHO International Hydrographical Organisation
IHY International Heliophysical Year
IMO International Meteorological Organization
IOC Inter-Governmental Oceanographic Commission
IPA International Permafrost Association
IPAB International Programme for Antarctic Buoys
IPO International Programme Office
IPY International Polar Year
ISIRA International Science Initiative in the Russian Arctic
ISIS Information Society Initiatives in Standardization
ISO International Organization for Standardization
ISPRS International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing
IT Information Technologies
IUGG International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics
IUGS International Union of Geological Sciences
JC Joint Committee
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JCADM Joint Committee on Antarctic Data Management
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NC National Committee
NERC Natural Environment Research Council
NOAA National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration
NSF National Science Foundation
PG Planning Group
PI Principal Investigator
PRB Polar Research Board
PSC Project Steering Committee
ROV Remote Operated Vehicle
SCAR Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research
SCOPE Simple Communications Programming Environment
SCOR Scientific Committee on Oceanographic Research
SCOSTEP Scientific Committee on Solar Terrestrial Physics
SOLAS Surface Ocean Lower Atmosphere Study
SPACE Synoptic Pan Arctic Climate and Environment
STPP Solar Terrestrial Physics Programme
UK United Kingdom
UNEP United Nations Environment Programme
UNESCO United Nations Education, Science and Culture Programme
URSI Union for Radio Science
US United States
USA United States of America
UV Ultraviolet
WCRP World Climate Research Programme
WMO World Meteorological Organization
WOCE World Ocean Circulation Experiment
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ANNEX 9
List of Ideas Submitted by National Committees or Points of Contact (as of October 2004, sorted by country
and theme)
Themes 1-5 correspond to the initial Science Plan Themes, E indicates outreach/education, 
H indicates IPY history, U indicates unclassified. 
As theme 6 was only recently established, ideas relating to this theme are yet to be identified and reassigned.
ID Source/Contact Theme Proposal or Theme Submitted by a National Committee or Contact
AUSTRALIA
4 Michael Stoddart 4 CircAntCML - undertaken under the umbrella of the Census of Marine Life (CoML) 
BELGIUM
124 J.P. Henriet 1 Antarctic shelf/margin habitats -cryosphere/geosphere/hydrosphere/biosphere interactions
126 C. Lancelot 1 Sea ice sampling to quantify Fe availability, functional diversity and sea ice assemblage viability
263 Jean-Louis Tison 1 Sea-ice biogeochemistry in a changing climate 
117 Annick Wilmotte 2 Polar microbial diversity: exploration, function and exploitation
119 Ann Vanreusel 2 Decoding processes structuring biogeography and biodiversity of the Antarctic benthic fauna
122 Louis Beyens 2 Global change and biodiversity of terrestrial arctic ecosystems
123 Wim Vyverman 2 Paleolimnology in East and Maritime Antarctica – a multi-proxy approach
297 Thierry Camelbeeck 2 Establish Geophysical Investigations at the Belgian Station in Antarctica        
300 Antoon Kuijpers 2 Paleo-oceanographic development and dynamic changes in the Arctic Ocean
296 D. Fonteyn 3 Polar Stratospheric Ozone and its precursors
118 Hugo Decleir 4 Dynamic interaction between the polar ice sheet and the subglacial environment (AMICS)
120 Georges Feller 4 Genomics and proteomics of polar microorganisms: cellular basis of life at low temperatures
116 Hugues Goosse 5 UCL-ASTR astronomical studies during the International Polar Year 2007-2008
121 Jean. L. Rasson 5 Correlation of Seismic, Ionispheric and Geomagnetic Activity in Arctic/Antarctic regions
125 C. De Clercq 5 AMANDA – ICE CUBE studies (neutrino telescope at South Pole)
299 Michael Roth 5 Electrodynamic Coupling of the Auroral Ionosphere and Magnetosphere
235 M. Arnould 5 a. Astrophysics (helio- and asteroseismology; infrared and sub-millimeter astronomy, particularly at Dome C)
235b M. Arnould 5 b. Particle Astrophysics - AMANDA/ICECUBE detector development and modelling cosmic object sources
235c M. Arnould 5 c. Astrophysics of solids (micrometeorites)
127a Int. Polar Foundation E a. Activities around the “Polaris Climate Change Observatory 
127b Int. Polar Foundation E b. Promotion of the IPY 2007/08
127c Int. Polar Foundation E c. Web-based activities and the educational programme
127d Int. Polar Foundation E d. Networking of Belgian and European Polar Research
127e Int. Polar Foundation U e. Building of the Belgian Antarctic Station
365 Anne–Pascale Targe U Transmission of Inuit knowledge in two distinct contexts: the family and school.
366 P. Visart de Bocarmé U Anthropological Study of the Canadian Arctic Inuit through their artistic production
466 Claude De Broyer various SCAR-MarBIN : The information dimension of Antarctic Marine Biodiversity
CANADA
356 Theme 1 Potential impacts on culture and economy of changes in exchanges of water through the Canadian Archipelago
356b Theme 1 Contaminant dynamics in polar systems. Stresses on human activity and environment. 
356c Theme 1 Polar genomics, baselines for resource management and assessment of environmental change.
356d Theme 1 Earth observation technology for monitoring applications to all projects
356e Theme 2 Atmosphere, earth and ocean interactions stressing climate change and its impacts at different spatial scales
356f Theme U The merging of indigenous knowledge traditions and western science traditions in polar scholarship
CHILE
410 Jose Valencia 4 Chilean National Perspective on IPY
410b NC Proposal 1 Scientific traverse from Patriot Hills to the South Pole
410c NC Proposal 1 Benchmark glaciers network for mass balance monitoring and validation of remote sensing of the Antarctic
Peninsula
410d Proposal 2 Effects of medium scale climate changes on the population sizes of Antarctic marine predators
410e NC Proposal 2 Cape Shireff – a place-based case study of ecosystem changes 
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CHINA
185 Zhaoqian Dong 1 The process of the Amery Ice Shelf and its interaction with the ocean
186 Zhaoqian Dong 1 The Variability of the Southern Ocean 
188 Li Yuansheng 1 Chinese “ITASE” project from Zhongshan Station to Dome A - To set up observing systems on the ice sheet. 
190 Li Yuansheng 1 Observation of Lambert Glacier and the Amery Ice Shelf system 
192 Chen Bo 1 Changing processes of Arctic Ocean circulation and sea ice 
189 Li Yuansheng 2 Monitoring of cryospheric change at Zhongshan Station 
191 Yang Huigen 5 Conjugate Studies on Upper Atmospheric Phenomena in IPY 2007/8 
187 Li Yuansheng U Establishment of an in-land Chinese scientific research station at East Antarctic Plateau
DENMARK/GREENLAND
337 NC theme 1 Greenland’s Ice Sheet - major question is its mass balance
337b NC theme 1 The Arctic Climate
337c NC theme 1 Man, Nature and Arctic Societies
97 P. Gudmandsen 1 Air-Sea-Land Interaction with reference to the Coastal North Greenland/adjacent Arctic Ocean.
104 T B G Berg 1 Ecosystem processes across climatic gradients, 
105 T B G. Berg 1 The determinants of multi-trophic interactions in a High Arctic landscape
108 Eigil Kaas 1 Observations and data assimilation for sea-ice, Arctic ocean transport and water mass transformations
109 Eigil Kaas 1 Stratospheric water vapour and Polar Stratospheric Clouds, 
112 Eigil Kaas 1 The Arctic/North Atlantic Oscillation
113 Mikkel P. Tamstorf 1 Proposal for Polar Year activities related to carbon stocks and fluxes in the High-Arctic., 
267 Claus Andreasen 1 Ecosystem West Greenland (ECOGREEN) 
280 Claus Andreasen 1 Fishing Industry, Construction and Housing Sector Productivity Studies in Greenland 
281 Claus Andreasen 1 Socio-economic effects of variations in the availability of living resources for Greenlandic hunters
282 Claus Andreasen 1 Survey of Living Conditions in the Arctic – SliCA 
98 Niels Reeh 2 Long-term mass change of the Greenland ice sheet
100 P.W. Uitterdijk Appel 2 Puzzle of the Minturn circles - how was surface of high arctic regions formed during Ice Age.
101 Martin Appelt 2 Decoding Polar Processes: Nailing it to the Ground – Man, Culture, Environment in Greenland
102 Kim Aaris-Sørensen 2 Long-term changes in the distribution of the muskox (Ovibos moschatus) in the Eastern Arctic
106 Eigil Kaas 2 Climate / Earth System Modelling, 
107 Eigil Kaas 2 The Arctic Ocean and its relation to inter-decadal climate variations, 
268 Claus Andreasen 2 Arctic Settlement Patterns from the Past to the Present (Pre-WWII)
269 Claus Andreasen 2 Role played by media for Youth life in Upernavik - Media Culture of children and youth in Upernavik
270 Claus Andreasen 2 The Upernavik Dialect
271 Claus Andreasen 2 The Language situation and the Language Policy in Greenland - seen from Upernavik.
273 Claus Andreasen 2 SILA-INUK: Global Warming - Local Change: Impact of Climate Change on the daily life of Inuit
274 Claus Andreasen 2 Adjusting Education to Global and Local Needs 
275 Claus Andreasen 2 Regionalization – Resources, Economy and administration 
276 Claus Andreasen 2 Fisheries-Dependent Communities under Changing Environments 
277 Claus Andreasen 2 Time-Series Studies on Socio-Economic Changes in Greenland
290 Claus Andreasen 2 Transformations of the Spiritual Experience in the Arctic: Past and Present 
301 S A Pedersen 2 Climate and Northern Shrimp
303 Svend Funder 2 Melt water events and changing fresh water supply to the Arctic Ocean during ice ages and interglacials
306 S. Juul Lassen 2 Paleo-oceanography of Nares Strait – Davis Strait Arctic gateway with special reference to iceberg drift patterns
307 J H Christensen 2 Climate Signals in Terrestrial and Freshwater Ecosystems in the Arctic
308 Jesper Christensen 2 Fate of Mercury in the Arctic (FOMA)
310 Peter Japsen 2 Ice sheet stability and mountain building in Greenland
311 Ole Bennike 2 Quaternary environmental and climatic history of Peary Land, N. Greenland
318 Danish Nat. Comm. 
for Climate Research 2 The changing ice in the Arctic and its coupling to weather, climate and carbon cycling
319 Niels Reeh 2 Establishing a Danish Centre for Cryosphere Changes
321 Naja Mikkelsen 2 Scientific drilling in the Arctic Ocean: Tectonic, paleo-oceanographic and climatic evolution of the polar basin
322 Ulla Odgaard 2 Focus on the world of the Palaeo-Eskimos. The Stone Age people of the High Arctic of Eastern Canada &
Greenland
323 Frank Sejersen 2 The perception of and attitude towards risks, threats and crises in Arctic societies
304 Nina Skaarup 3 Structure and economic potential of the NW Greenland continental margin (Baffin Bay area)
305 D.A.T. Harper 3 Early metazoan evolution: Neoproterozoic Snowball Earth, Cambrian explosion, Great Ordovician biodiversification
312 Peter Stougaard 4 Characterization of Ikaite tufa columns in the Ikka Fjord, SW Greenland
110 Eigil Kaas 5 Space weather
111 Eigil Kaas 5 High-energy radiation and the geomagnetic field, 
309 P K Rasmussen 5 The Greenland ice cap as an astronomical site
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313 Anna B.O. Jensen 5 Mitigation of polar ionospheric effects for GNSS applications
314 Trine Dahl-Jensen 5 Large scale tectonics and deep structure of the Greenland shield 
317 Niels Larsen 5 Polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs), stratospheric temperatures, denitrification and ozone depletion
272 Claus Andreasen H Historical aspects of the First Polar Year 
315 Uffe Wilken E European Polar Outreach (EPO)
316 Ingela Dahllöf E Is risk assessment for contaminants used in temperate areas valid in Arctic areas? - an outreach opportunity
99 Per Molgaard U Bioactive Compounds from Arctic Plants
103 T. Hauge Andersson U North Greenland as an area of special interest in the IPY
278 Claus Andreasen U The role of ICT in business development 
279 Claus Andreasen U Comparative study of domestic violence among Inuit in Alaska, Canada and Greenland 
302 Peter Stougaard U Bioactive compounds from Arctic micro-organisms
320 Space Design Group U From the Igloo to the Space Station
FRANCE
338 NC Proposal 1 Use of the Franco-Italian inland station Concordia as a unique science site on the Antarctic plateau
338b NC Proposal 1 A ground traverse project on the Eastern Antarctic side involving several nations such as Italy and Australia. 
338d NC Proposal 1 Implementation of a clean station on Svalbard within the general framework of a joint German-French station
338e NC Proposal 1 A social science project devoted to the Arctic
338c NC Proposal 4 A Southern Ocean Census of marine life project in close collaboration with Australia, New-Zealand and Germany 
GERMANY
67 Hartwig Gernandt 1 ANTSYO - Antarctic flight missions in the Syowa Region - atmospheric and geophysical research 
68 Hans-Jürgen Hirche 1 Seasonal and long-term observations in the Arctic using existing and abandoned Arctic bases
64 Sepp Kipfstuhl 1 AAFICOST: Arctic and Antarctic Firn Core Studies
65 Martin Gude 1 AALM – Antarctic Active Layer Monitoring
66 Angelika Brandt 1 ANDEEP–SYSTCO: Antarctic benthic deep-sea biodiversity: colonisation history/community patterns-system
coupling
72 Dorte Janussen 1 Taxonomical, phylogenetic and biochemical investigations of Arctic and Antarctic deep-sea sponges (Porifera)
73 Jens Meincke 1 A study of the fresh water fluxes in the East Greenland Current
74 Gritta Veit-Köhler 1 GAP - Gene flow along the Antarctic Peninsula
76 Heinz Miller 1 IDEA - Ice Divide of East Antarctica., A multinational scientific surface traverse 
79 Reinhard Dietrich 1 PONAP – Polar Network of Autonomous Observation Platforms
80 Volker Strass 1 Synoptic Circum-Antarctic Climate-Processes and Ecosystem study (SCACE), 
82 Ursula Schauer 1 SPACE - Synoptic Pan-Arctic Climate and Environment Study with the ice breaker Polarstern to the central Arctic 
83 Jan L. Lieser 1 TDS@IPY - Transpolar Drift Station during International Polar Year 2007/08, 
84 Detlef Quadfasel 1 A study of the water mass transformation north of Svalbard
153 Frank Sowa 1 Indigenous Peoples of the North & Globalised World: Local Perspectives on Nature, Risks & Landscapes
173 Detlef Stammer 1 Helicopter-based scatterometer (HELISCAT) measurements of snow and sea-ice
174 Detlef Stammer 1 Sea ice volume and freshwater and salt budget changes in the Greenland-Iceland-Norwegian (GIN) Sea.
225 C. B. Cogan 1 Arctic coastal biodiversity assessment in the face of unprecedented levels of human impact
14 Jackie Grebmeier 2 International Arctic shelf-basin exchange observations
53 Bernard Coakley 2 Arctic Gateways – An interdisciplinary, international collaboration for IPY
62 Martin Klenke 2 POBACE: Polar Ocean Bathymetry Coordination Effort
63 Jörn Thiede 2 Atlas of side-scan sonar imagery of Polar continental margins
69 Rainer Gersonde 2 Bipolar Climate Machinery (BIPOMAC) - northern and southern polar processes in global climate variability
71 Thomas Leya 2 Cryophilic freshwater algae: a bio-resource for climate studies and cell metabolites 
77 Julian Gutt 2 Marine life in extreme polar regions under climate change (MALEP)
78 Rob Larter 2 Polar Ocean Gateway Evolution (POGE) - determine history of development of these gateways and significance
81 Eberhard Fahrbach 2 Southern Ocean Freshwater Interactions (SOFI) - Role of SO freshwater in global water cycle and THC
200 Karsten Gohl 2 Polar Ocean Gateways: The key for long-term global change
227 Doris Abele 2 King-George Island, South Shetlands – impact of climate induced glacial melting on Antarctic coastal communities
228 L. Schirrmeister 2 The Lena Delta and its catchment area - a highly sensitive Arctic Geo-Eco-system
230 V. Schlindwein 2 Seismic arrays on drifting sea-ice and icebergs – origin of seismicity of the polar oceans and ice/water 
248 Dietmar Muller 2 Constructing a Circum-Antarctic Framework for Palaeo-Bathymetry & Ocean-Climate Models 
249 L Viereck-Goette 2 Geodynamics of the West Antarctic Rift System (WARS) and implications for the stability of the WAIS
250 Martin Gude 2 Land use impact on polar and sub-polar geosystems:- extent, significance, perspectives LUPOG 
10 Chris Wilson 3 GigaGAP - Geoscientific insights of Greater Antarctica from Gamburtsev Mountains to Prydz Bay
226 M. R. van der Loeff 3 Geotraces in the Arctic
229 Dirk Radies 3 Climatic, eustatic and tectonic controls on Permo-Triassic sequence development in the Arctic
70 J. Wolfgang Wägele 4 CASBE - Circum-Antarctic survey of benthic communities
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75 Martin Meschede 4 Geodynamics of the remote hinge zone between East and West Antarctica
94 M. Klages 4 HOT RIDGE - sampling of potential hydrothermal vent fields along the Arctic Gakkel Ridge 
91 Andreas Veit E The University of South Georgia - Summer School of Earth Sciences
ICELAND
417 T. Thorsteinsson 2 Temperate ice caps in changing climates
418 T. Thorsteinsson 4 Exploration of subglacial lake environments of Vatnajökull, Iceland
419 Tómas Jóhannesson 1 Climate and glacier mass balance in the Icelandic highland
420 Ingibjörg Jónsdóttir 1 The use of an AUV to measure ice thickness distribution and oceanic structures in the Greenland Sea
421 Steingrímur Jónsson 1 A study of the freshwater fluxes in the East Icelandic Current
422 Áslaug Geirsdóttir 2 Warm times in Iceland and the North Atlantic Arctic: providing a context for 20th century warming
423 Haraldur Ólafsson 3 Predictability of weather in polar regions and impact of atmospheric observations in the polar regions for mid-
latitude weather forecasting
424 Halldor Björnsson 1 The impact of the extent of the sea ice on the development of mesoscale and synoptic scale weather systems
425 Ingibjörg Jónsdóttir 2 The effect of sea-ice on peoples lives in past and future: a study on climate impacts, adaptation and mitigation
methods using geographical information systems
INDIA
5c Harsh Gupta 1 The health of polar regions
5d Harsh Gupta 1 The dynamics of polar regions
345 Survey of India 1 Neo-tectonic and glaciological studies in Antarctica
347 Geol. Survey of India 1 Bipolar studies of glacial parameters evaluating the comparative impact of global warming patterns on the polar
regions
348 SASE 1 Validation of surface energy and mass balance of snow covered areas versus blue ice areas of the Antarctic
continent
5 Harsh Gupta 2 Continued study of the ozone hole 
5b Harsh Gupta 2 Depletion/accretion of polar ice areas
349 Zool. Survey of India 2 Long term studies on changes in biodiversity in relation to environmental change in Antarctica
344 Geol. Survey of India 3 Constraining magmatism and metamorphism associated with Pan-African tectonic event in India and Antarctica
346 A. Jayaraman 5 Lidar study of vertical distribution of aerosols and cloud structure over Maitri and estimation of aerosol radiative
forcing
351 Ajay Dhar 5 Antarctic Geomagnetism
350 DIPAS U Scientific input in the area of human physiology and medicine
ITALY
132 M. Frezzotti 1 5Oth anniversary scientific traverses in Antarctica from Talos Dome to Dome A
133 G. di Prisco 1 ICEFISH Cruises: Internat. collaborative expeditions to collect/study fish indigenous to Sub-Antarctic habitats 
135 Toni Meloni 1 Temporary Antarctic network of geophysical observatories (TANGO) 
214 Guido di Prisco 1 Evolution and adaptation of Antarctic fish (in association with “Evolution in the Antarctic” (EVOLANTA) 
215 Gabriele Capodaglio 1 Environmental monitoring in polar regions - micropollutants and microchemicals in polar environments
216 Vito Vitale 1 POLAR-AOD, a network for aerosol measurements in polar regions
217 Harry J. Beine 1 Atmospheric nitrogen photo-chemistry in and above snow surfaces - “Photo-Snow” - 
218 Silvia Ceramicola 2 PATHWAYS - Palaeoceanographic Pathways in the North Atlantic-Arctic Ocean 
220 Emanuele Lodolo 2 Linking climate & tectonics: development of deep-water Antarctic Circumpolar Current & effects on glaciation 
251 Gianluca Frinchillucci 2 Map of Arctic Peoples - to study the culture and lifestyles of the peoples of the Arctic and subarctic regions 
219 G. Böhm 4 Seismic exploration of Antarctic subglacial lakes
131 M. Candidi 5 Complete coverage of the Antarctic ionosphere by the new southern SuperDARN radar array, 
212 S. Cortiglioni 5 Observations of the microwave polarized component of the sky with the BaR-SPOrt experiment 
222 Silvia Masi 5 80 years after the NORGE: top science from Polar Long Duration Balloons
134 G. De Rossi U Antarctic air network - To interconnect the existing networks and accomplish an Antarctic domestic network, 
213 Donatella de Pascale U Antarctic psychrophilic bacteria: biodiversity analysis for identifying novel compounds of biotechnological interest
221 Benjamin Pushparaj U Exploitation of valuable products from photo-synthetic microorganisms from polar regions
JAPAN
339 NC Proposals 1,2,4,5 A range of initial proposals by the Japanese National Committee
426 Naohiko Hirasawa 1 Water transport between the Antarctic ice sheet and atmosphere
427 Takashi Yamanouchi 1 Antarctic Trace Gas and Aerosol Airborne measurement Study (AGAMES)
428 Yoshiyuki Fujii 1 Scientific Traverse in Dronning Maud Land, Antarctica
429 Makoto Omura 1 Monitoring movements of Antarctic Ice Sheet and Glaciers on Coastlines by SAR
430 Mitsuo Fukuchi 1 Studies on Antarctic Ocean and Global Environment
431 Okitsugu Watanabe 1 Development of Automatic Research Station Net over the Antarctic Continent
ID Source/Contact Theme Proposal or Theme Submitted by a National Committee or Contact
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432 Okitsugu Watanabe 1 Systematic Airborne Observation over the Antarctic
433 Hiroshi Fukunishi 1 Investigation of the role of the arctic middle and upper atmosphere in global environmental change
434 Yasuhiro Murayama 1 Synergetic observations of dynamics-chemistry-electrodynamics in the arctic middle and upper atmosphere over
Alaska
435 Shuhei Takahashi 1 Glaciological investigation in McCall Glacier, Alaska
436 Shuhei TakahashiI 1 Glaciological investigation in Suntal Khayata Range, East Siberia, for International Polar Year
437 Tatsuo Sweda 1 Complete Assessment of Carbon Allocation by Ground Ranging and Echoing for Arctic/Boreal Regions 
438 Masami Fukuda 1 Early Detection of Boreal Forest Fire
439 Yutaka Matsumi 1 Chemical processes of the atmosphere in the circumpolar region
440 Keiji Kushida 1 Remote sensing of carbon budget in boreal forest in Alaska based on component spectral characteristics
441 Yojiro Matsuura 1 Structure and function of circumpolar biomes and its re-evaluation
442 Hiroshi Fukunishi 2 Monitoring of the Global Environmental Change in the Antarctic region
443 Hideaki Nakajima 2 A study on elucidating mechanisms of polar stratospheric ozone depletion using a Fourier-transform spectrometer
and balloons at Japanese Antarctic Syowa Station (69°S)
444 Hideki Miura 2 Shallow marine drilling project for high-resolution reconstruction of East Antarctic Ice and Southern Ocean history
during the late Quaternary
445 Yoichi Motoyoshi 2 Gondwana Evolution and Dispersal: a perspective from Antarctica
446 Tetsuo Ohata 2 Study on the past variation of Eurasian Glaciated Regions and Future Monitoring
447 Tetsuo Ohata 2 Environment change in the Arctic Regions and Water Cycle
448 Hiroshi Kanda 2 Response of Arctic tundra ecosystem and carbon cycle to climate change
449 Koichiro Harada 2 Response of permafrost to climatic change
450 Shin-ichi Urano 2 Change and Recovery of Hydrological Process Affected by Forest Fire in Arctic Area
451 Masaaki Wakatsuchi 3 Evaluation of sea ice production and dense water formation / transport in the Indian Ocean sector of the Southern
Ocean -towards understanding of the global thermohaline circulation
452 Takatoshi Takizawa 3 Impact of Southern Ocean and ice sheet of Antarctica on the global climate change system
453 Takatoshi Takizawa 3 Spreading pathways of Pacific- and Atlantic-origin waters, and their impact on the ice cover in the western Arctic
Ocean
454 Takeshi Naganuma 4 Diversity and Potential Availability of Polar Microbial Resources
455 Tsuyoshi Tanaka Geochemical exploration of Precambrian Antarctic meteorite - Aiming to the studies on "tectonics of the solar
system"
456 Hidetoshi Okuyama 4 Molecular biological evaluation of climate warming effects on activity of the moss ecosystem and moss habitat
microbes in Arctic regions
457 Satonori Nozawa 5 Research on the wind dynamics in the polar lower thermosphere and mesosphere based on EISCAT/MF/meteor
radar observations and simulation predictions
458 Masaki Okada 5 Observation of Aurora Fine-structure via INDEX Satellite
459 Takehiko Aso 5 Coordinated radar studies of the Arctic and Antarctic middle and upper atmosphere during IPY-4 period
(CRSAAMU)
460 Natsuo Sato 5 Interhemispheric Conjugacy and Non-conjugacy of Aurora and Polar Ionospheric Disturbances
461 Toshitaka Tsuda 5 Japanese CAWSES (Climate And Weather of the Sun-Earth System)
462 Masaki Ejiri 5 Programme of the Antarctic Syowa MST/IS radar (PANSY)
463 Seiji Tsuboi 5 Developing Plans for Antarctic Seismic Deployments: 'Antarctic Arrays' - For Broadband Seismology on Ice-
Covered Continent
464 Hiroshi L. Tanaka 5 Development of the Polar Observing Airship "Vortex Chaser" as an Application of the Stratospheric Platform
465 Hiroshi Hayasaka 5 Development of Control Method Using Satellite Monitoring
NORWAY
340 NC Theme 3 Understanding the dynamic processes of the polar oceans, land and atmosphere including fluxes between spheres
340b NC Theme 2 Exploring the evolution of the Arctic Ocean from a warm to a cold state
340c NC Theme 2 Climate change and polar ecosystems
NEW ZEALAND
341 Proposal 4 Circum-Antarctic Census of Marine Life - with Australia, France and Japan
POLAND
353 NC Theme 3 Lithosphere of the Arctic and Antarctic - its evolution in the geodynamic system of the Earth
353b NC Theme 2 Response of abiotic components of the polar environment to global climatic change
353c NC Theme 1 Structure, evolution and dynamics of biodiversity in both polar regions of the Earth (a comparison)
354 Wieslaw Ziaja  1 Svalbard landscape structure and dynamics under the climate change since the Little Ice Age
415 Rajmund Przybylak 2 History of the Arctic Climate in the 19th Century and Beginning of the 20th Century Based on Early Instrumental
Data
ID Source/Contact Theme Proposal or Theme Submitted by a National Committee or Contact
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RUSSIA
6 Vladimir Kotlyakov 2 Cryosphere and climate 
342 NC Proposals Various A set of initial ideas for Russian IPY activities
368 I.I. Mokhov 3 Modelling and diagnostics of climate in polar and subpolar latitudes and their changes.
369 A.N. Zueyev 1 Estimation of the temporal- spatial scales of global processes impact on environment and biota of the Arctic
shelves in their interaction with the deep-water seas and sub-basins of the Arctic Ocean.
370 N.F Fedoseev 1 Monitoring of CO2 and CH4 concentrations in the near-surface atmosphere in relation to geocryological conditions.
371 A.I. Semenov 5 Temperature regime and structure of the middle atmosphere at heights of 85-100 km in high and middle latitudes 
by emissions of hydroxyl, sodium and a green line of atomic oxygen
372 N.F. Elansky 1 Minor gaseous and aerosol species, large-scale transport, photochemical processes, mass and heat exchange in 
the Arctic lower and middle atmosphere.
373 Yu.A. Volkov 1 Experimental investigation of air-surface interaction in polar regions
374 V. N. Makarov 1 Monitoring of Arctic lower atmosphere aerosols and estimation of anthropogenic ecotoxicants released to
environment
375 D.G. Matishov 1 Investigations of the Polar atmosphere in the Arctic and in the Antarctic, input of stable technogenous
exotoxicants into the environment and biochemical characteristics of their distribution within trophic chains in
both polar regions
376 A.N. Gruzdev 1 Investigation of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) in the polar stratosphere
377 A.N. Gruzdev 1 Investigation of pollution of the lower atmosphere in the northern polar region by nitrogen oxides
378 A.N. Gruzdev 1 Features of variability of ozone in polar regions
379 A. Tishkov 1 Investigations of terrestrial fauna pollution on islands and beach line of Arctic and study of arctic animals role in
pollution migration in polar desert and tundra ecosystems
380 S.F. Timofeev 1 Investigation of species composition, distribution and biological diversity of animals and plants (benthos, algae-
macrophytes, marine mammals) in conditions of global climate change and economic exploration of the Arctic.
381 A. Tishkov 1 Dynamics of arctic animals and plant distribution under climate changes and anthropogenic transformation of
arctic ecosystems 
382 G.A. Zerebtsov 5 Research into solar-terrestrial connections and physical processes in Sun-–Earth system for polar regions
383 E.M.Galimov 2 Bipolar climate machine and ocean gates of the Arctic and Southern Oceans
384 S. Lappo 3 Study of inter-ocean exchanges in the polar area of the Southern Ocean
385 S. Lappo 1 Comprehensive investigations of the Kara Sea in the interactions with adjacent regions of the Arctic - the coastal
areas, the continental slope and the basin
386 A.N. Zueyev 1 All sided investigation of the Kara Sea in the interaction with the adjacent areas of the continental slope and
ocean floor, surrounding islands and continent
387 V.V. Kunitsky 1 Embryonal glaciers, perennial snow patches and niveolian deposits: composition, structure and depositional
environments in the Arctic and Subarctic areas
388 A. Glazovsky 1 Current state of glaciers and ice caps in the Eurasian Arctic
389 V.M. Kotlyakov 1 Grounded ice discharge of the Antarctic ice sheet
390 G. Leitchenkov 1 Antarctic Bed Relief and Ice Sheet (ABRIS)
391 A. Georgiadi 1 Hydrologic response of permafrost regions in Eastern Siberia to climate change
392 A. Georgiadi 1 Genetic structure of river runoff in geographically diverse regions of Lena river basin - seasonal and long-term
changes
393 G.A. Tarasov 2 Pleistocene - Holocene glaciers and periglacial events, their role in the evolution of the marine ecosystems and
estimation of the future nature changes in high latitude Arctic areas
394 A.A. Velichko 2 Comparative analysis of environmental changes in Arctic and Antarctic through the Late Pleistocene and the
Holocene 
395 Yu. Tyupkin 1 World Data and Information Framework of the International Polar Year 2007/08
396 A.B.Kuzmichev 3 Tectonics of New Siberian Islands and adjacent East-Arctic shelf: a key to a non-contradictory model of Amerasian
basin opening
397 M.D.Khutorskoy 1 Geothermal field of Arctic and Antarctic passive transitive zones measuring for terrestrial temperatures and
lithosphere thickness research as well oil and gas deposits on a shelf and continental slope evaluation
398 Yu.G. Leonov 1 Tectonic Map of the Earth’s Polar Regions
399 A.B. Kuzmichev 2 Late Mesozoic - Cenozoic tectono-magmatic history of the Barents Sea shelf and slope as a clue to paleodynamic
reconstructions in the Arctic Ocean
400 E. Andreeva 1 Study of prospects of development of non-renewable natural resources in Arctic, impact of global climate changes
on reliability and safety of economic and social infrastructure functions. Structure changes in land/resource use
and their impact on sustainability of indigenous peoples’ lifestyles of the North in modern society.
401 V.P. Melnikov 1 Coastal-shelf cryolithozone of the western sector of Russian Arctic
402 N.A.Shpoljanskaja 1 Massive ground ices of a modern and ancient Arctic shelf
403 E.S.Miklyaeva 1 Transport and accumulation of hydrocarbon pollution in soils and rocks of Arctic regions
404 V.N.Gosudarev 1 The ecology-faunistic review of modern Arctic biota
405 V.B. Spektor 2 Climatic Events and Geographical Conditions in the Laptev Sea and East Siberian Segments of Arctic for past 400
kyr
ID Source/Contact Theme Proposal or Theme Submitted by a National Committee or Contact
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406 A.V. Pavlov 1 Arctic permafrost dynamics under global climate change
407 M.N. Grigoriev 1 The present state and evolution of permafrost in the continental and shelf areas of the Russian Arctic (eastern
sector)
408 V.T Balobaev 1 Antarctic Permafrost: its composition, structure, temperature field, conditions and processes of its formation
409 D. Gilichinsky 2 The Age of Antarctic Permafrost
411 German Leitchenkov 2 Geodynamic, depositional and environmental history of the region off the Amery Ice Shelf (Prydz Bay – Kerguelen
Plateau Geotransect) 
SPAIN
261 Francisco Navarro 1 Analysis of glaciological transition zones based on field observations and numerical modelling
355 Adolfo Eraso 1 Monitoring subpolar glaciers as natural sensors of global warming
197 J. A. Flores 2 Rapid and abrupt oceanic changes during the last climatic cycles in Antarctic and Subantarctic regions
204 J. Galindo-Zaldivar 2 Recent tectonic deformations & implications in a global perspective: integrated studies on Scotia Arc development 
208 Antonio Quesada 2 Polar freshwater systems as sensors of climate change
224 J López-Martínez 2 Evidence of present and Holocene environmental changes in ice-free areas of the polar regions
260 Carlota Escutia 2 Climatic inferences on development of the sedimentary record
292 Ana Ramos 4 Biodiversity of benthic polar systems: a comparison between the Arctic and Antarctic oceans
SWEDEN
86 Per Holmlund 1 A Japanese Swedish Antarctic glaciological traverse between Syowa and Wasa stations 
87 Michael Tjernström 1 An Arctic-Ocean Atmospheric Mission By ODEN to study ice-ocean-atmosphere climate processes, 
88 Leif G Anderson 1 A study of the land-shelf-basin interactions along the Siberian Shelf Seas, 
357 Ralf Döscher 3 Understanding & description of coupled arctic processes and global feedbacks using numerical models &
observations
UKRAINE
470 Valery Lytvynov Ukrainian Plans for IPY 
471 NC Proposal 1 Circum-Antarctic Geological Survey: geochemical study of the large detrital zircon populations that reflect sub
glacial provenance (CAGS)
472 NC Proposal 5 Investigation of global lightning activity using the worldwide ELF interferometer (involving Vernadsky, Syowa,
Amundsen-Scott in Antarctica, Tohoku University in Japan, and Institute of Radio Astronomy in Ukraine).
473 NC Proposal 5 The "electromagnetic pollution" of Antarctica from industrial regions of the Northern hemisphere.
474 NC Proposal 5 The propagation of the AGW of tropospheric origin upwards to the ionosphere/magnetosphere using a network of
automatic meteo-magnetic stations in the Antarctic Peninsula region.
475 NC Proposal 2 Antarctic Peninsula: a key region for understanding the rapid environment change study
476 NC Proposal 5 The deep geoelectric model of Antarctic Peninsula.
477 NC Proposal 4 The deep structure and principal evolution stages of West Antarctica (on the base of geophysical, petrologic,
geochronology and palaeomagnetic data)
478 NC Proposal 4 Modelling of the Antarctic and Arctic Polar Regions’ Interior Structure and Geodynamic Features Using the
Gravimetric Tomography Technique
479 NC Proposal 1 Bathymetry, Mapping and Sedimentation Processes of Unsurveyed Shallow Archipelagos of the West Antarctica
480 NC Proposal 1 Climate variability and its influences on the state of glaciation of the Antarctic Peninsula region.
481 NC Proposal 1 Long-term ecosystem monitoring of the Vernadsky station region.
482 NC Proposal 5 Complex study of the deep Earth’ structure, break tectonics of the Earth crust in the Scotia Sea region and Pacific
shelf of the Antarctic Peninsula, internal physical processes connected with energy active reactions into the
external and internal core of the Earth
483 NC Proposal 1 Using of the energy balance model of the global Earth climate for modeling of the regional Antarctic Peninsula
climate peculiarities, and atmospheric processes in the South Polar area
484 NC Proposal 1 The development of the physical background of the earthquake in the Scotia Sea in order to improve the prognosis
methods on the base of the radon emission observation, the geomagnetic field variation and seismic observations
at the Vernadsky station
485 Vladislav Timofeyev 2 Changes in Antarctic Environment: on the Centenary of Charcot’s expeditions and first detailed research at the
region of the Antarctic Peninsula
UNITED KINGDOM
343 NC Theme 1 A generic observation theme to provide a temporal baseline - a snapshot - of slow polar processes
343b NC Theme 1 Effects of climate/anthropogenic perturbation in polar regions on ecosystem processes, risks from invasive species 
343c NC Theme 1 Biogeochemistry of the Southern Oceans
343d NC Theme 1 Human dimension of climate/anthropogenic impacts in the Arctic, Arctic living conditions, humanistic aspects of
IPY
343e NC Theme 2 Stability of the West Antarctic Ice Shelf
343f NC Theme 3 Bipolar research on the significance of polar regions to the Global Water Cycle 
ID Source/Contact Theme Proposal or Theme Submitted by a National Committee or Contact
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UNITED STATES
13 Arnold Gordon 1 Polar Climate Transects in the Southern Ocean are proposed
36 Frank Carsey 1 An International Fleet Of Polar Rovers to address Climate Science During International Polar Year 2007-2008
38 James Maslanik 1 The New Polar Explorers of the 21st. Century: Autonomous Vehicles
41 Sydney Levitus 1 Structure of High Northern Latitude Climate Variability In Space And Time
44 Donald K. Perovich 1 Assessing, understanding, and conveying the state of Arctic sea ice cover
47 Tony Hansen 1 Advanced instrumentation to facilitate research in the Arctic and Antarctic, 
48 Paul Shepson 1 OASIS (“Ocean-Atmosphere-Sea Ice-Snowpack Interactions”) as an IPY Core Activity
150 Matt Nolan 1 Towards an Arctic Topographic Mapping Mission during the IPY
151 Ola Persson 1 Arctic Ocean Field Programme in the central Arctic Ocean to methodologies and explore physical processes
163 Mark Dyurgerov 1 The Ice-Water Budgets of Glacierized Basins in Arctic Archipelago(s) 
164 M. C. Kennicutt II 1 Bi-Polar Census of Persistent Global Contaminants 
198 Dan Lubin 1 The Antarctic Ozone Hole: Toward Closure on Ecological Impacts 
238 Breck Owens 1 Physical profiling of the Arctic Ocean - High-latitude areas lack systematic observations. continuous in time &
space
239 John Toole  1 An Arctic Array of Ice-Tethered Profilers as Arctic is poorly sampled in comparison to the temperate seas. 
240 Don Cline 1 Pan-Arctic Snow Observation & Modelling: leap-ahead in understanding Arctic terrestrial snowpack dynamics 
262 Victoria Gofman 1 International Network of Arctic Indigenous Community-Based Environmental Monitoring & Information Stations 
264 Jason E. Box 1 Enhancing Existing Observational Sites to Uphold the IPY-1957 Legacy.
284 Larry Hothem 1 Comprehensive observations in support of Geodetic Infrastructure in Antarctica (GIANT) programme
352 Miles McPhee 1 IPY and the Southern Ocean – the relationship between Southern Ocean processes and climate change
360 Bob Anderson 1 GEOTRACES: Biogeochemical cycles of trace elements in the Southern Ocean
361 Bob Anderson 1 GEOTRACES in IPY
487 O. Holm-Hansen 1 Production and fate of organic carbon in the Southern Ocean as influenced by physical mixing processes.
490 Tom Farr 1 Identifying remote sensing signatures of geologic processes using new generation airborne and satellite based
sensors.
492 Rainer Amon 1 The biogeochemistry of methyl mercury in the Arctic Ocean and its relevance for humans
14 Jackie Grebmeier 2 International Arctic Shelf-Basin exchange observations: An Arctic “Snapshot” Proposal for IPY 2007-2008
32 Michael Ritzwoller 2 Aspects of Antarctic Array and Some Mantle Imaging Efforts in Antarctica and over the Arctic 
33 Jesse Johnson 2 IPY Community Ice Sheet Model Initiative
37 Ginny Catania 2 How will Ice Sheets Contribute to Global Sea Level Rise?
42 Sydney Levitus 2 Historical Oceanographic, Meteorological, Hydrological & other Geophysical Databases
51 Ted A. Scambos 2 Has the Antarctic warmed in the past 50 years? A resurvey of shallow borehole temperatures at IGY sites
52 David Ainley 2 The Ross Sea as a Research Base for IPY – the last pristine marine ecosystem
55 Brad Barr 2 Impacts of Change in the Arctic
56 David H. Bromwich 2 The Polar Atmospheric Initiative
142 Peter Wilkniss 2 The Arctic Grand Challenge: Abrupt Climate Change
170 Vicki Childers 2 Capturing Large-Scale Change in the Arctic Ocean and Cryosphere 
171 David L. Clark 2 Coring of Arctic Ocean sediments to date both Arctic Ocean formation and sea-ice cover formation
196 James Overland 2 Rigorous comparison of Arctic data from IPY 2007-2008 with IPY-1 
202 Roger C Bales 2 Long-term measurements of arctic atmosphere at an expanded Summit Environmental Observatory
231 Ken Jezek 2 An international campaign to map the interior and base of the polar ice sheets 
254 T. Scambos 2 Larsen Ice Shelf Retreat and Glacier Acceleration on the Antarctic Peninsula
257 Stefan W. Vogel 2 The underbelly of ice sheets - studying the basal zone of ice sheets 
259 Andrey Proshutinsky 2 Simulated IPYs: International Collaboration in , Arctic Change Studies Based on Numerical Modeling
325 Ron Weaver 2 Electronic Data Year “unfreeze polar data”
326 Seth Stein 2 Observation of Glacial Isostatic Adjustment in the Arctic with GPS 
35 Dr. S. Tulaczyk 4 IPY-FASTDRILL: Interdisciplinary Polar Science & Fast Ice-Sheet Drilling Along a W. Antarctic transect
54 Carol Finn 4 IPY Airborne Geophysical Surveys 
223 D.D. Blankenship 4 Investigating the Crustal Elements of the Central Antarctic Plate (ICECAP) 
252 Peter Michael 4 Interdisciplinary studies of the slowest spreading mid-ocean ridge on earth: The eastern Gakkel Ridge 
39 Robyn M. Millan 5 Polar Balloon Experiments to transport instrumentation across polar regions.
40 Marc Lessard 5 Sounding Rockets for Studies in ionospheric and magnetospheric Physics
143 Edgar A. Bering, III 5 A coordinated study of the Global Electric Circuit linking weather and solar activity
232 Alfred Y. Wong 5 Studying Geospace during IPY
285 Bob Hutt 5 Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station ultra-high resolution seismology
286 Jeffrey Love 5 IPY Geomagnetism programme to monitor the magnetic field under the auroral oval encircling the Arctic
291 G Leonard Johnson 5 An Integrated Heliospheric and Oceanographic Programme 
43 Claire L. Parkinson E Odyssey of the Mind: A Polar Problem
159 Paulo Afonso E An International Space University (ISU) in Antarctica. 
165 Anupma Prakash E Observing the Arctic from space: Scientific and Educational opportunities for an International Polar Year. 
ID Source/Contact Theme Proposal or Theme Submitted by a National Committee or Contact
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195 Orson P. Smith E International Polar Year Workshop Jan 2007 - “Research for Northern Society in a Warming World”, 
243 Richard A. Caulfield E UArctic and the IPY - education opportunities in the Polar Year through the UArctic network 
31 P.J. Capelotti H Social construction of polar science: archaeological examinations of international polar research sites 
244 Paul Arthur Berkman H International Workshop at Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station on International Scientific Cooperation
256 Florence Fetterer H Preserving and promoting data collections and reports from early N American arctic research
288 Anne M. Jensen H In the Footsteps of Murdoch & Ray-following up John Murdoch’s study of Ethnological Results of Point Barrow
199 Laurence C. Smith U Trans-Siberia expeditions in the International Polar Year - using the Trans-Siberian Railroad as a platform 
ID Source/Contact Theme Proposal or Theme Submitted by a National Committee or Contact
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ANNEX 10
List of Ideas Submitted by International Science Organizations (sorted by organization and theme)
Themes 1-5 correspond to the initial Science Plan Themes, E indicates outreach/education, 
H indicates IPY history, U indicates unclassified. 
As theme 6 was only recently established, ideas relating to this theme are yet to be identified and reassigned.
ID Source/Contact Theme Proposal or Theme Submitted by a National Committee or Contact
469 AICI Various POLARICE: An International Collaborative Effort in study of Cryosphere-Atmosphere interactions and their
relationship to Climate Change
92 AOSB/AOSF 1 A multi-platform Intensive Observing Period to focus on the Arctic Ocean itself and the climatic drivers of its
variability 
92b AOSB/AOSF 1 An integrative circum-arctic assessment of the physical, ecological and socio-economic importance of the Arctic
shelves
92c AOSB/AOSF 3 A study of the role of the High Latitude Oceans in the Global Water Cycle
467 AOSB Various The Northern Seas at a time of Global Change – An AOSB-CliC observing plan for IPY
237 Arctic Council 1 The Arctic Human Development Report and the Survey of Living Conditions in the Arctic could provide platforms
for IPY
237b Arctic Council 2 Activities building on ACIA would be a useful way to develop this activity
237c Arctic Council 1 Arctic pollution monitoring - IPY, AMAP & CAFF could set up comprehensive network of circumpolar monitoring
stations 
57 ASPeCT 1 Antarctic Sea Ice Thickness in The International Polar Year
90 CAWSES 5 CAWSES (Climate And Weather of the Sun-Earth System) - understanding physical processes in the Sun-Earth
system
129 CLIVAR/CliC 3 The role of the high latitude oceans in the global water cycle
414 CLIVAR/
CliC/SCAR Various A strategy for Southern Ocean IPY – integrating all the ideas proposed for Southern Ocean activities in IPY
468 CLIVAR/CliC/
SCAR 1 Southern Ocean chokepoints: Monitoring fluxes associated with water exchanges between the three ocean basins
25 EPB U INTERNATIONAL POLAR YEAR 2007- EPB European Involvement and Vision 
19 EPB 2 EURO-IPY – a coordinated contribution by Europe to climate change impacts in the Arctic 
115 EPB 1 SOUTHERN OCEAN CIRCLE – The role of the Southern Ocean in the Earth System
23 IASC 1 ICARP II -Understanding the Arctic System: Regional Sustainable Development & Global Connections
488 IASC-WGAG 1 THE DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF ARCTIC GLACIERS TO GLOBAL WARMING
50 IGAC 2 Air-Ice Chemical Interactions (AICI) and the IPY
364 iAnZone 1 SASSI - Synoptic Antarctic Shelf-Slope Interactions
9 IGBP U IGBP regional study of polar regions matches well with IPY
89 IHY 5 INTERNATIONAL HELIOPHYSICAL YEAR (IHY) - study the solar-generated events that affect life and climate on
Earth 
333 IOC 1 IOC intentions for IPY – a) developing techniques for managing polar coastal environments (onshore and offshore) 
333b IOC 2 Rescue inaccessible analog ocean data and store it in digital form for ease of retrieval, application, and exchange. 
333c IOC 2 Create a bipolar Ocean Data and Information Network (ODIN) of National Ocean Data Centres 
333d IOC 2 Facilitate development of the polar elements of the Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS)
58 IPA 1 The Thermal State of Permafrost: A Contribution to the International Polar Year 
416 IPAB 1 Increase long term support for the International Arctic Buoy Programme in conjunction with IPY.
18 ISIRA U International Science Initiative in the Russian Arctic (ISIRA) to assist science/sustainable development in Russian
Arctic 
24 ISPRC 1 Earth Observation workshop in 2007 to link with IPY.
28 IUGG 3 IGY+50 - An opportunity to celebrate the achievements of IGY using new technology and fuller uderstanding of
systems
130 IUGG 5 eGY- An Electronic Geophysical Year initiative coinciding with 50-year anniversary of the highly successful IGY
1957-58.
27 IUGS 3 UNESCO International Year of Planet Earth 2004-07 - Earth Sciences for Society – “The Year”
334 JCOMM 2 JCOMM Intentions for IPY (a) improve and enhance ocean observing systems in polar seas, to make the products
and services more effective for local communities, and facilitate ongoing research into long-term climate change
334b JCOMM 1 Develop and deploy the technology for under-ice Argo-type floats for a comprehensive year-round picture of
circulation
334c JCOMM 1 Enhance the network of surface drifters in water and on sea-ice to provide information on sea surface
temperature, marine meteorology, and ocean currents
334d JCOMM 1 Reactivation of existing and the establishment of new sea level measurement stations, including those in polar
regions
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334e JCOMM 1 Harmonise the collection of sea-ice coverage, thickness and properties
334f JCOMM 2 Improve the management of sea-ice data, include long term archiving in JCOMM Global Digital Sea Ice Data Bank
(GDSIDB)
334g JCOMM 1 Improve polar ocean bathymetry, so as to improve the output of advanced numerical models of the ocean and
climate
60 PAG 1 The Pacific Arctic Group (PAG) proposes coordinated regional studies in the Canada Basin and Arctic marginal
seas 
335 SCAR 3 Improved integration of geophysical initiatives to improve understanding of continental tectonics, and to establish
the thermal evolution of the continental crust
335b SCAR 2 Study the climate and glacial history of Antarctica through palaeoclimate and ice sheet modelling investigations, 
integrated with terrestrial and marine geological and geophysical evidence for past changes
335c SCAR 2 Understand the recent geological history of Antarctica through Neotectonics
335d SCAR 2 Unify existing programmes on EASIZ, RiSCC and EVOLANTA to develop “Evolutionary Biology in Antarctica (EBA)”
335e SCAR 1 Create a Marine Biodiversity Information Network to compile, disseminate, integrate information on Antarctic
marine biodiversity
335f SCAR 1 Analyzing, understanding and modeling of katabatic wind events
335g SCAR 1 Understanding the role of Antarctic Tropospheric Aerosols in Climate, using the Antarctic Aerosol Optical Depth
network
335h SCAR 1 Understanding the relationship between Ice Sheet Mass Balance and Sea Level
335i SCAR 1 Expanding the critical measurements needed to validate satellite data; to ensure comprehensive observations of
sea-ice and to significantly enhance ice-sheet and ice-cap monitoring.
59 SCAR 2 SCAR-RiSCC Terrestrial/Limnetic Ecosystem Science in Antarctica: An Opportunity for The International Polar Year, 
15 SCAR 4 SCAR-SALE  Exploration of subglacial environments, particularly subglacial lakes of Antarctica. 
363 SCAR 1 Taking the Polar Pulse – Human Biology and Medicine in Antarctica
412 SCAR various SCAR GSSG Initiatives for the International Polar Year – outlining a series of proposed Antarctic initiatives for IPY.
413 SCAR- 5 SCAR SSGPS-AAA - Astronomical Site Testing at Dome A
20 SCOR-SCAR 2 IAnZone - Exchanges Across Antarctic & Arctic Circumpolar Shelf Break Fronts: Similarities, Differences &
Impacts.
29b URSI 5 Solar variability coupling to middle atmosphere,
29c URSI 5 Relations of upper atmosphere phenomena with climate, ecosystems and environments
29 URSI 5 Space weather
3 WCRP 3 Snow and ice/albedo feedback, and the related negative feedbacks (eg. cloud) that regulate polar and global
climate
3b WCRP 1 The high latitude radiation budget and the role of polar clouds
3c WCRP 1 Physical & chemical processes in the polar stratosphere - their interactions with tropospheric circulation &
processes
3d WCRP 3 Teleconnections between atmospheric conditions and circulation in the polar regions and at lower latitudes
3e WCRP 3 Ocean circulation and water mass modification in polar regions and their interaction with the global THC
3f WCRP 3 Changes to the global hydrological cycle, their manifestation at polar latitudes and their relation to global climate.
3g WCRP 3 Polar feedbacks on atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations, eg, through thawing permafrost or sea ice
removal 
3h WCRP 2 Changes to ice sheets and other polar land ice, regarding sea-level change and possible role in rapid climate
change
3i WCRP 1 The processes responsible for high latitude climatic variability on the decadal time scale.
16 WMO 1 WMO proposals for IPY
ID Source/Contact Theme Proposal or Theme Submitted by a National Committee or Contact
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ANNEX 11
List of Independently Submitted Ideas (sorted by theme) as in Themes 1-5 of the initial Outline Science Plan. 
Themes 1-5 correspond to the initial Science Plan Themes, E indicates outreach/education, 
H indicates IPY history, U indicates unclassified. 
As theme 6 was only recently established, ideas relating to this theme are yet to be identified and reassigned.
ID Contact Independently Submitted Ideas
THEME 1
17 Philip Woodworth Physical Oceanography in IPY. Network of tide gauges in both polar oceans.
17b Philip Woodworth Freshening of the World oceans
46 Jason E. Box Expanding Monitoring and Remote Sensing in the Polar Regions
61 Tatsuo Sweda CACA GRANDE - Assessment of Carbon Allocation by Ground Ranging/Echoing of Arctic/Boreal Regions
85 Chad Dick A Polar Climate Grid Observation from the top of atmosphere to bottom of ocean or into the ground 
96 Enrico Zambianchi An enhanced network of Antarctic sea ice zone data buoys
114 E.J. Murphy Integrated Analyses of Circumpolar Climate Interactions & Southern Ocean Ecosystem Dynamics (ICCED) 
136 Alexander Braun Greenland: A Geophysical Target for the IPY: Solid Earth - Cryosphere Interactions
139 Richard Hall An integrated database system for monitoring sea ice in the Polar regions
146 G Shimmield Ecosystem dynamics of Arctic fjords and coastal ecosystems in a changing climate
146c G Shimmield Ecological and biogeochemical role of microbes in polar marine environments
147 G Shimmield Establishment of baseline data and monitoring platforms in the Arctic and Antarctic environments
148 G Shimmield Long range pollutant transport to the Arctic
148b G Shimmield Impact of sea-ice transport of contaminants from the Siberian Arctic
149 Nikolai Yakovlev Oscillations and estimation of the role of the Arctic in Global Climate Change
149b Nikolai Yakovlev Numerical modelling of coupled sea ice - deep ocean circulation 
149c Nikolai Yakovlev The role of the Arctic Ocean in climate variability
154 Mike Meredith Satellite gravity data to better determine characteristics/dynamics of high-latitude ocean circulation.
155 Mike Meredith Freshwater input to the ocean (& extraction as sea ice); influence of a changing hydrological cycle 
157 Karen Heywood The potential influence of Arctic freshwater fluxes on rapid climate change in the North Atlantic, 
167 Stephen J. Jones Arctic Sea-Ice and Climate 
176 Peter K. Taylor Arctic Gateway cruise to calculate absolute transports and evaluation of exchanges with the Arctic 
177 Peter K. Taylor South Atlantic Box cruise - two-ship operation to form a synoptic box of three sections
180 Katrine Borgå Rapid transport of pollutants in drift ice to melting fronts 
183 Dominic Hodgson Monitoring deep water fluxes in the Southern Ocean - an active role in Global Thermohaline Circulation? 
184 Chad Dick Trans-polar Drift Station - Russian/Norwegian collaborative project 
193 Alex Rogers Genomics and evolution of Polar Organisms (GENEPOL) 
206 Matt King Polar Autonomous Network of Geophysical Stations (PANGS) 
211 Jan Eiof Jonson Fate of pollutants in the Arctic 
233 Wim Vyverman Biodiversity of eukaryotic micro-organisms in polar ecosystems: exploration, function and exploitation 
246 H.G. Jones Surface snow processes and the physics and chemistry of ice sheets 
246b H.G. Jones Climate and the mass balance of glaciers in polar regions
283 Tatiana Vlassova Arctic Residents' Network of Socio-Environment Assessment and Education for Sustainable Development. 
295 Ingrid Hebel Colonization of polar mosses and lichens, in relation to global climatic change, conservation & human effects 
324 R. Jaña Benchmark glaciers network for mass balance monitoring and remote sensing validation - Antarctic Peninsula
327 Luis J. Alvarinho Sea-Ice Motion and Stratification of Polar Oceans
359 Albert Lluberas Monitoring Sub-Polar Glaciers as Natural Sensors of Global Warming
493 Andy Hodson The Cryoconite Ecosystem: A Bi-Polar Study of Biogeochemical Cycling upon Glacier Ice
THEME 2
34 Igor Smolyar Fisheries in the Arctic
49 Vl. Sevostianov Commander Islands as the significant point for monitoring changes in the North Pacific Ecosystem
128 O M. Johannessen CARE – Climate of the Arctic and its role for Europe. 
140 Robie Macdonald Connectivity and change in Arctic Basins as recorded by boundary sediments collected along transects 
141 Igor A. Melnikov Sea ice-associated biology in recent environmental changes in the Arctic
156 Mike Meredith Long-term observations. of evolving high-latitude water mass properties & fluxes of relevance to THC/climate. 
158 Dennis A. Darby Establishing a Pan-Arctic Pleistocene Stratigraphy & Detail Paleoclimate Record for the Arctic Ocean 
160 Mike Bentley Getting the timing right: a co-ordinated approach to radiocarbon dating in the Antarctic.
169 David Vaughan West Antarctic Ice Sheet – Glacial / Inter-Glacial Stability (WAIS – GIGS) 
172 Michael Janouch Monitoring the effects of the Montreal Protocol on ozone and UV radiation levels in polar regions
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175 Jeff Bale The evolution of current patterns of polar terrestrial biodiversity
175b Jeff Bale Quantifying the risks associated with alien invasion under climate change
182 G. Leitchenkov Geodynamic, depositional and environmental history of the region off the Amery Ice Shelf, Antarctica 
207 Viv Jones Circum-Arctic perspectives on climate change from Arctic Lakes
209 P. Kankaanpää Climate change and human impacts in High Arctic desert area, Nordaustland, Svalbard. 
210 Veijo Pohjola Coordinated activities on Nordaustlandet, Svalbard,for Polar Exploration and Climate Change studies
241 Daniel Praeg TRANSAT -Testing Tectonic Controls on Cenozoic Evolution of Climate: Latitudinal TRANSect of the ATlantic.
242 Daniel Praeg GLAMAR - GLacial Meltwater and the Sedimentary ARchitecture of High-Latitude Continental Margins
245 Dessislav Sabev The Herd’s Calendar: Following the annual trek-route of a reindeer herd in the Kola Peninsula
255 Allice Legat Global Warming: a threat to Dogrib Burial Sites
265 W F. Vincent Northern RiSCC - Northern Regional impacts and Sensitivity to Climate Change
289 Eric Wolff International Partnerships in Ice Core Sciences - (IPICS)
328 Rahul Mohan Is Antarctica Climatically Stable? A search into the marine paleoclimatic record 
331 Neloy Khare Paleoclimatic study in the lake sediments of Antarctica 
332 Thamban Meloth Palaeoenvironmental change studies based on ice core drilling in Antarctica. 
THEME 3
1 Ian Allison Global interactions in the Earth's polar regions
22 Andrea Jackson Large scale atmospheric chemistry / air-ice interaction programme to study pollutants
26 Bob Dickson Global theme on the role of the (bi)polar oceans in the Global Water Cycle, 
45 Kendrick Taylor Understanding the Role of the Polar Regions in Climate Change
166 R.E. Benestad The implications of polar conditions for subsequent weather statistics over Northern Europe
181 Paul Twitchell Atmospheric circulation in the polar regions and its interaction with lower latitudes 
287 Jane Francis Polar Regions, Climate Change and Global Catastrophes
329 Dhananjai Pandey Crustal Structure determination using geophysical techniques in polar regions
336 Jeffrey K. Weissel AIRSAR: Pole-to-Pole
THEME 4
246c H.G. Jones Microbiological communities and productivity of cryospheric ecosystems.
12 Mario Zuchelli Exploring subglacial lakes
21 Jane Francis Science in the footsteps of explorers
21c Jane Francis Searching for extra terrestrial life – polar regions as analogues for outer space
137 Martin J. Siegert The in-situ exploration of a West Antarctic subglacial lake, 
145 G Shimmield Probing the Arctic Ocean by Autosub for oceanography, ice thickness surveys and satellite validation 
145b G Shimmield A survey of biodiversity and biogeochemistry of the Gakkel Ridge using ROV “ISIS” contributing to CoML
146b G Shimmield Biodiversity and biotechnology of microbes from extreme polar environments
168 Michele Rebesco COMBINE (COllaborative MultiBeam InterNational Effort) - bathymetric mapping off Antarctic Peninsula 
194 Alex Rogers EXPOSE: Exploration of polar seamounts - an unusual variety of rare habitats 
203 G Leitchenkov Airborne Geophysical Surveys over the East Antarctica Highlands
247 R Reves-Sohn Investigation of Hydrothermal Processes on the ultra-slow spreading Gakkel Ridge 
293 Charles Cockell Polar Planetary Biology
362 R. Greku Modelling of the Antarctic and Arctic Polar Regions’ Deep Structure and Geodynamic Features Using the Gravimetric
Tomography Technique
THEME 5
11 Alexander Zaitzev IHY/CAWSES
21d Jane Francis The Cretaceous-Tertiary catastrophe in the polar regions
21e Jane Francis The changing magnetosphere
30 David J. Kerridge Space weather and the solar minimum
95 Pierre J Cilliers Multi-instrument observation of the high latitude ionosphere
179 Sheila Kirkwood Arctic Atmospheric Processes : from the troposphere to the magnetosphere 
205 Eleri Pryse Radio tomographic imaging of the Arctic ionised atmosphere by the IITC
258 Evgeni Timofeev Experimental researches on the ionospheric and low atmospheric phenomena related to super power aurora 
367 Lucilla Alfonsi UAMPY – Upper Atmosphere Monitoring for Polar Year 2007-2008
486 Arrigo Caserta The YETI Project: Permanent network of Polar Autonomous Stations connected through a Polar Communication Backbone
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EDUCATION/OUTREACH
162 V Darroch-Lozowski Northern Light Paths - Arctic environmental and socio-ecological enquiries, educational programmes, and art
253 Tatiana Bulgakova The Institute of Northern Peoples (INP) suggests scientific help to indigenous northern schools
253b Tatiana Bulgakova Bringing achievements of foreign research into indigenous northern cultures to Russian University education
489 Mark McCaffrey Establish a digital library of polar resources which ideally would support IPYoutreach/education efforts.
491 Aeneas Wilder A visual arts project - Filming the midnight sun at Svalbard 
HISTORY OF IPY
93 Cornelia Luedecke Changing trends in polar research as reflected in the history of the International Polar Years
161 Stuart Elden Documenting International Cooperation in the Arctic 
UNCLASSIFIED
144 Victor Dimetriev “BIPYRAMID" (Data Base for IPY: RAtional Manner of, Its Developing)
294 Charles Cockell The design of a Martian north polar base
330 A.K. Tiwari Engineered Bioremediation for cleanup of Oil Spill in Arctic and Antarctica Regions 
ID Contact Independently Submitted Ideas
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